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Today Howard, Tomorrow the World

Howard Engineered DNA
Test To Help Trace Roots
By Nsenga Knight
Hilltop Staff Writer
This summer, a team of Howard
University geneticists plan to offer a
DNA test that could allow African
Americans to trace their roots direct•
ly 10 a region in Africa.
Geneticist Rick [(j11Jes, who initiated the study, said the slave trade
erased family histories and, before
the study of DNA, nobody imagined
that those stories could be rewrillen.
In preparation for the DNA 1es1,
[{jttle's team gathered genetic samples from 3,800 Africans. These
samples came from about 40 different populations across Western
Africa, where the trans-Atlantic
sla,,e trade originated. The team also
gathered samples from 200 African

Americans. For years, Howard University has used similar genetic data
10 study diseases affecting African
Americans. including sick.le-cell
anemia, high-blood pressure and
diabetes.
Kittles, 34, said the idea for the
test came to him some ten years ago.
As a graduate student, Kinles
worked on the African Burial
Ground Project, in which he traced
the origin of skeleml remains found
in a lost burial ground in Manhattan.
Working to compare ONA
sequences in the bones with African
populations- 10 establish that the
bones were that of enslaved
Africans- he realized he could use
the san1e method 10 trace the origins
of living African desoendantS.
[(jnles said Howard University

will be able 10 do two versions of the
DNA test. The first looks at nnitochondrial DNA, which is handed
down, unchanged, from mother 10
child. The other uses the male, or
'Y', chromosome, which it passed
on from mother to son.
Researchers then can compare test
subjects with the samples collected
from West Africa. [(jttJes said the
research ream is continuing 10 collect
DNA samples in order 10 expand
their database and identify more
African populations.
The test makes no auempt to tell
a fuU family story, researchers said,
but rather identify the beginnings of
one line of a family tree. To many
blacks, "knowing a li11le bit of the
story is important," Kittles told The
RESEARCH. A3

Kennard Speaks Today to Howard's
First Class of New Millennium
By Jennifer R. Dyson
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Honorable William E. Kennard, chairman of the
Federal Communications Comnnission (FCC), will provide the keynote address for today"s commencement ceremony. The day will mark one of tbe most important personal and professional achievements for more than an
estimated 2,000 Howard gr:,duates.
The ceremony is scheduled 10 begin at 9 a.m. on the
Upper Quadrangle or the main yard.
Kennard is the nation's prime telecommunications regulator and a consumer master for the digital world.
Nominated as Chairman of the FCC by President Clinton in August of 1997. he was entrusted to one of the
most influential positions in tbe communications field.
One of his main beliefs is that a powerful marketplace
will produce better services for our nation's consumers.
"His ability to cffecti\'ely craft policy lh,11 pml<"CIS <'On•

Graduation Guide
The College of Arl~ & Scienccs-Divlslon or Fine Arts
Djploma awarding ceremony and reception in Crarnton

,\uditorium immediately folio" ing Commcrn:ement.
College or Phanna<-y, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences Division or Allied Health Sciences and
Division of Nursing
Degrees "ill be issued immediately following Commencement Exercises at Anne., I. Nurs.e.~ and Allied Health

Sciences Building. Weather permitting. will be held outside on the 6th S1reo1 side or the building.
College of Dentistry
De.111 and >UPJ)l•fl ,r,ff receptio,, for e,roduatos. lhcir

families, and slumni. College ot Dcntislr): student lounge.
11nmc-Jfo1c:I}· li.>llo~ 1ng: i:ornmtm..."ement

~n'k.;,1, •nc, 1U\agescompc.t\ll1,m J.nd \\ 1!J'C\UndeJ. \1' fa.it

P!J<)to ll) Chnudru And•rson
Today wlll ~ I.he Uni\'ttSity"s Commennccmcnt Cocn,o,J.tion . Titc ceremony i, scheduled 10 begin at 9 a.m. on the
Upper Qu>dr.>ngle or lhc main )Ord. Abo\~ n hopeful grud11J1e \lailds on die ma,n )ard bclore the big da).

New Computer Lab Opens its Doors
After Months of Student Anticipation
By Kelli D. Esters
Deputy Managing Editor
For two years, whenever sophomore accounting major Ilia Mercer
wanted to type a paper she would
have to stand in long lines at the
library or in the School of Business
waiting for an available computer to
type berwork. She said she was elated when sbe experienced the Information Laboratory at the Technology Center that houses 200
workstations.
"It's wonderful that the University has made a whole building that is
just a computer lab," said Mercer.
'There is no waiting in line or wasting time when you have something
due.''

The Information Laboratory at the
11:chnology Center, known as the
iLab. opened its doors for students on
Thursday, Apr. 27 at midnight. It
opened its doors to fifteen students
who were impatiently waiting by the
front door to be let in.
The iLab not only provides stu•
dents with some very needed technological advances, the set up is in a
futuristic and appealing informationrich setting. Aside from its 200
workstations, including PCs, Macintoshes and UNIX-based machines,
•
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Provost to Assume Post With ETS

'

dard of scholarship and has effec- team," said Law School Dean Alice
tively collaborated with University G. Bullock.
Bullock was on the search comstudents, faculty and staff 10 uphold
and heighten our status as a Research mittee that tapped Garibaldi as
I institution." Swygert said in a state.. Provost in 1996.
I'/
During his four years at Howard,
A f I er
ment.
four years
Though he is leaving the Univer- Garibaldi has served as the principal
serving as
sity, Garibaldi said his dedication to investigator or co-principal inve~tigator on five major grants, totaling
the Univerhigher education will continue.
Photo by Chandn\ Anderson sity's chief
··My feeling is that the experience more than $7 million, from federal
The new computer lab boasts of 200 computer tcm1inal, :ind cable ~ , .
' academic
I've had thus far in the field of edu- agencies and other private foundacation will aid me in my new posi- tions. including two grants from the
officer,
"It's cool:' said Patrick Johnson, Provost
tion," Garibaldi said. He pointed to National Science Foundation. Since
each workstation is equipped with
1998. he has served as chair of tlie
voice, data and video capabilities. sophomore broadcast journalism Antoine
numerous issues that he hopes to further investigate in his new role like Chief Academic Officers of the ConWall-mounted video screens show major. "'It's surprising as a Howard Garibaldi
announced
the Howard University Thlevision University facility."
the education gap that exists between sortium of Universities in the Wa,,,hington Metropolitan Area, an orgaJohnson said that the iLab is recently that he's leaving the Univer- Blacks and whites.
Network and cable channels. There
"Many people think that the ETS ttiz.ation representing 13 colleges and
are also two smart classrooms, a ·•comparable"' 10 a lot of other uni- sity to assume a position with a
high volume printing facility, and versity computer labs.
prominent testing agenc},
only provides tests and licensing universities in Washington, D.C.,
"I
just
wish
the
University
will
Garibaldi
will
join
the
New
Jerseystudent and faculty lounges.
examinations ... but they also do Maryland and Virginia. He also is a
Like Mercer, many students are upgrade 1hc rest of the facilities
based Educational "Jesting Services, research, and spearhead projects and tenured professor in the School of
taking a real liking 10 the iLab.
ILAB,A3 or ETS, as a senior fellow on June I.
initiatives. It's only about how we can Education's Department of Psychoe•
He will also begin his service as improve student's passing scores but ducational Studies and Human
-~,·.,_~,,..,.,,,t'.i
~
r, !'.,. • r
chair-elect of the Board of Directors also how to improve the educational Development.
of the American Association of High- e.><pcrience of all students."
A New Orleans, La., native,
er Education.
Many who work with Garibaldi at Garibaldi received the bacheJor's
He was the first person to hold the Howard say they feel he is more than degree magna cum laude in soci~!!>·
Provost's
position at the University suited for the ETS.
gy form Howard in 1973 and the
Check Out Life &
AlO
P•rsp,cti"'l
and President H. Patrick Swygert
"I think he's a first rate human Ph.D. in educational and social psyStyle for the latest
said Garibaldi will be missed.
being and an outstanding academic chology from the University of MinSportsW..k
BIO
"Dr. Garibaldi's leadership has leader in higher education. He"s com- nesota in 1976.
music and movie
enabled the University to advance miued to Howard Univer<ity. He's
Senior Associate Provost 0. Jack•
strategically in directions squarely commiued to higher education for son Cole will take tl1e post as l,nterreviews. lB
Llfe&St)'le
Ill
aligned with the Strategic Frame- African Americans and I'm proud to im Provost until a permanent replacework for Action. During his tenure, have had the opportunity to work ment can be found.
HiUtO()ies Bil
he has modeled the very highest stan- with him as part of the Swygert
By Jason T. Smith
Editor-inChief
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.)l.hJc.1l <>f Oi,in!1)'
nes, anJ ct;l• ,hty mukes hun a mo<lcl 01 info, matron-age
Diploma
N•ardmg
Ceremony . .\11,ys Hnll, 2:00 p.m.
Jeadersh,p," HowarJ Uni\'ersity President H. Patrick
Swygert said.
School of Education
Kennard's chairmanship comes during one of the
Diploma A"aiuing Ceremon) and Reception. Burr
most exciting times in the history of telecommunications. Gymnasium. I:00 p.m.- 3:00 p.rn.
The transition into the new millennium is a time when
the country is moving from a world of monopoly to a
College or Engineering, Architecture and
world of competition, transforming into an era of digiComputer Sci•nc,,s
Collei;e-wid< diploma <Cremony: all grodu3les of Coltal convergence.
With Kennard at the helm. the FCC has initiated the lege of Engineering. Architecture and Computer Science,
E-ratc program, a $2.25 billion project tliat has wired Computer Sciences. Fanuly. and Friends: one hour followthousands of schools and libraries to the Internet Ken- ing \,:ondusion of Uni,crslty~" 1dc Commencement Ccrc•
rnony, Tent in Lov.cr Quadrangk. Rec.:ption following the
nard is also an active advocate for the 54 million Amer- ceremony ,n the L.K. Downing Building.
icans with disabilities. He is intent on working with
indust.ry, engineers, and consumer groups to make sure
Lon School
that the technologies of tomorrow and the opportunities
UlW School degree presentation and hood111g ceremony.
thnt they represent can be used to be11er the lives of all Wn.,hington Conwntion Center. 900 9th Street N. 2:30 p.m.
Americans.
College ot Medicine
TI1e FCC"s first African American chairman, Kennard
Reception
for
groduate>
and lhe;r families and friend<:
has made drastic change,; 10 the FCC in hopes of ensuring all Americans with benetitS from the communications Lobby of the Numa P.G. Adam< Building. College of Medicine. immediately follO\\ing commcncemenr.
revolution.
A native of Los Angeles, Calif.• Chairman Kennard
SPEAKER.A2
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The Illtop Journal . Garners Rave
Reviews for Premier Issue
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By Robert Ford
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Ira Porte r
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:Million Mom March:
Gbod Cause or Good Name?

I

An I I-year-old boy was sho1 in 1he
head. Who was 1hc fir.ll per,;on 1he
news media 1urned to? His mother.
111e woman who carried him around
for ni11e-momhs. The woman who
looked into his eyes when she used
to hold him and dream of all lhe possibilities of him becoming a doctor,
lawyer. or a judge. Thank God he
didn't die. so he might Slill be able to
chase his dreams. The mothers of the
yoUJh~ killed in Washing1on. D.C..
this _)le;1r know tha1 ·s not a reality for
t l11:t11, c-·
-~ h111«: a problem. La.s1 week, in a
Hilltop editorial board meeting wi1h
my colleagues. the issue of writing an
editorial on the Million Mom March
came up. The consensus was thm the
issues was less imporiant than some
olher Hilltop debates.
.My colleagues suggested that the
sponsors of the evcni and some
cqJebrities involved such as Rosie
Q;Doonell are somehow cheapen•
,ng the Million Man, Million
\Vaman. and Million Youth marches.
SQ.,~v,Qat if there have been three
Ol~~r.,events prefaced by the name
million. Does thnt negate the fact
that 12 children die from gun violen<;eeveryday in this country? Does
that mean that we forget about the 17
youlhs in the district who have died
from gun violence chi, year'! We
should not fwge1 about the spectacle
that happened al the Na1ioonl Zoo
almost three weeks ago on F.m1ily
Day. when seven area youth,. all
under rhe .1~e of 16. were shor
' 'There " -no greater pain on this
eanh than saying goodbye to a child,"
D.C. Mayor, Anthony A. Williams

said in an interview with The Washington Post last week.
How true that is. Now. I don't proclaim 10 know anything about being
a mother, because by lhe looks of this
picture, you all know that I'll never
be one, but I would like to think I can
empathize.
I know everyday that I wake up, J
thank God that I' m living. not only
because I'm not ready to die. but
because I know my grandmother
would not be able 10 take it.
So for my colleagues. I disagree
with you. It doesn't maner if the title
is 1he Million Mom March. What
harm does it do for lhe mothers to
meet? Nothing is coming out of your
pockets. That is one-million-moms
celebrating Mother's Day without
their children. If congress can't pul
their self interests of keeping organizations like the National Rine
Association happy by ignoring gun
legislation, we need to get rid of
rhem all.
It is funny how we shook our heads
and talked about what a tragedy the
murders were when they happened,
hut now we have forgotten the victims' names and faces.
My prayers are with all of you
mothers marching across the country
tomorrow. I realize there is nothing I
can do to bring your children back.
For all that it's worth, happy Mother's Day.
Ira Porter is a sophomore prim
j(Junwlism nu,jor am/ Afanagi11g Editor o/T/Je Hilltop.

After more than a year of chronic
delays. The llltop Journal, 1he first
collegiate
humor magazine written by African
African students. formally debuted
April 28 on Howard's campus.
Founded and financed by Comedian Chris Rock. The llltop. written by
Howard students, was modeled after
the Harvard Lampoon. a sat irical
magazine written by Harvard University students. Rock has publicly
denounced show business for having
a shortage of black writers. The lack
of writers prompted Rock to start the
magazine as a training ground for
African American comedic writers.
"We are in a market where people
of color are under-represented and
nearly non-existent in the creative
behind-lhe-scenes roles;• Rock wrote
in the premier issue.
The satirical motivated comedy of
The llltop poked fun a1 everything
from the life of a white students on
Howard's predominately black cam-

pus to a fictional sperm clinic where
women could select "thug" sperm 10
father their children.
The llltop also made light of serious racial issues 1hroughou1 its 23
pages. One of the more hard-hitting
stories, portrayed a fictional Harvard
University admissions rejection leuer.
In the lc11er dated in 1828. the then
Harvard President cited the black
applicant 's father, former U.S. President Thomas Jefferson. as the reason
for his rejection. The letter Mated that
Harvard has no tolerance for ''the
offspring of slave descendants,'" hinting towards Jefferson's relationship
with one of his slaves.
"Comedy is a mirror of our perceptions ... and there are ethnic .u1d
racia l d ifferences."' said Kobina
Yankah . Editor-In-Chief of The Jll.
1op. "We're going 10 tell our jokes and
hope they appeal to everyone."
Rumors have swirled that the content of the original draft was cut as
much as half in size. Some speculated the connic1 over the make-up of
the magazine also pushed the publication date back.

''There was no censorship a1 all,'"
said School of Communications
Dean Jannette Dates. Dates. an advisor to The llltop said the staff created what t.hey called, "Guidelines for
Operation," and used those guidelines 10 monitor themselves.
Dates also dbpellcd the rumors of
the magazine's late arrival.
"Giving birth take, lime, ii took a
lot of preparation to produce The 111top." she said.
She said the printing location of
New York City also added to the
delay. The llltop is printed by Vibe
Magazine.
Students say thz content of The Illtop was worth the wait.
"II was just really funny," said
Junior Ericka Goodman. '"It just
makes you think what goes through
the minds of white students here at
Howard U1iiversi1y."
Some faculty members said much
of the humor in the magazine is 1,hift.
ed towards the college-age crowd.
'"I didn't try lo cri1ically am~yze The
II hop. I just took ii as a college humor
magazine," said Deparrment of Jour-

nalism Chair Barbara Hines. "I think
age, 18-30 were more able 10 understand the content."
The next issue of The llltop. scheduled 10 be released fall of 2000. will
focus more on the political scene.

Tho llllop Jounwl

Community News Fights for Funding
Hilltop Staff Report
There has been a quiet w~r waging
in the School of Communications
over the past several weeks. Students
from the department of journalism's
training newspaper. The Community
News. have been going back and forlh
with the Department Chair Dr. Barbara Hines and Janene Dates, dean of
the school of communications. over
the future of the paper.
"I think the paper will be there next
year. but afterthat I'm not so sure it's
in the department's plan 10 keep the
paper the way it is." Sufyia AbdurRahman, executive editor of the
Community News said.
Abdur-Rahman said\\ hen !ri.ht Wl.'nt

to Hines to ask about stipend, for the
next school year she wa, told that
there was a chance the paper's

Campus Digest
Rasberry Tukes Top Honors in Essay Contest
· ''The winners of the Caribbean Studies essay contest were
·l1nnounced last rnontll at the Caribbean, the U.S., and Black Britain
lecture series.
Gary Vaughn Rasben-y r, took first place, 2nd place went to Fofie
S. Akoto, and Kim Y. King finished third. The three were pegged
from more than 20 entries.
Rasbe1Ty was granted $300 for his essay "Confronting Our Past,
Creating Our Future: Facing Cultural Diversity at Howard University." Akoto and King received $200 and $100 respectively for their
essays.
~;Participants were required to write a 600-word essay on the topic
"Encounters Across the Diaspora: Finding and Facing Cultural
Diversity at Howard University."

$96,000 budget was going 10 be cut
and that there was no guarantee that
there were going 10 be paid posi1ions
for the 12 staff members. which
includes and editor. managing editor,
six-staff writers. two-photographers.
one person over production and a
copy editor.
Currently. the paper recieves twothirds of the departments budget,
while rhc rest goes to other programs
such as Newsvision, an infrequent
televi sion program for boradcast
majors and Cap Comm. a public relations training 100I.
Hines proposed a separate scholarship and merit b:1sed pay that would
be allocated three times a semester
00.....ed on how much worh. .cJ u ~to. pro
duced. Hines said 1/1is was a good
idea because it was in line with the
president's strategic framework for
action because it calls forevalualionbased pay.
TI1e idea of merit-based pay was
only a proposal and the students

reacted too quickly, Hines said.
Merit-based pay only three times a
semester doesn't CO\'er the fees staff
members accrue from traveling 10
different location, 10 cover stories,
staff writer Burnice Cain said.
The .,1aff members were so upset
abo111 the issue that they went s1aigh1
10 rhe presidenl"s office and tried 10
talk 10 him before they were asked to
leave by several security guards.
'"If no one at the school is willing 10
fight for us. then we'll do it our,elves," Abdur-Rahman said. Not
long after the visit 10 the president's
office. the ;taff had a meeting with
Dates.
Attempt, by The Hilltop to reach
DJro,., fai!i,d.
Some ,ay 1he issue is over. Or.
Lawrence Kaggwa. faculty <1dvisor 10
the paper said in a meeting wilh the
Provost Antoine Garibaldi. he wa,
as,ured that the department would at
the least gel a Oat budget which
means that there are no cuts. The

only thing is waiting to get a budget
to ,ee how much money rhe depar1me111 will allocate to the paper. Kaggwa ,aid it i, imperative that the
newspaper ha, its budget to know
how large of a staff new,paper offr.
cials can hire and to know how much
they will have 10 raise from outside
organization,.
"The s1udem·s reque>1 is not that
unreasonable," Kaggwa said.
Kaggwa ,aid this was not the fisrt
time the school has 1ried 10 shut down
The Community News. which has
been serving the diverse neighborhoods of Washtngton since 1982. The
school tried to ,hur down the p.1per I0
year, ago. Kaggwa said.
'-The ide:1 of J..illu,g Th,· Co111mu-

ni1y News is a big puule to people
with brains:· Kaggwa ,aid.
Kaggwa ,aid many of the alumni
who wrote for the paper are now at
major papers across the country.

Kennard Delivers Keynote Address To Grads Today
From SPEAKER. Al
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from S1anford Uuiver.,ity 10 1978 and received his Jaw degree from Yale Law School in
1981. Before joining the FCC. he was a partner and member of rhe board of directors of the Washington, D.C .. law
firm of Verner, Liipfert, Bernhard, McPherson. and Hand. Chartered. Prior 10 becoming Chairman. he wa, the FCC's
Genernl Counsel.
He will be receiving an honorary Doctor of Law degree at the ceremony.
Kennard share, this honor with five other individual, who will receive honorary doctornte degree,. James Arthur
Baldwin (posthumously). an award-winning novelist. essayist. and playwright, is recognized as one of the most important twentieth-cenlJry American writers. He is being honored for hi, literary and theater arts contributions.
Angela Bassett-Vance. an award-winning actress who does not believe in limits. and" ho operates w11h sheer deter•
mi nation will receive an honorary degree for her contributions to performing arts.
His Royal Highness Prince Bandar bin Sultan of Saudi Arabia will receive recognition for his IIR!e" contril>u
lion, to international diplomacy. notably in negotiating the hand-over of two suspect, in the 1988 Pan Am bombing
at Lockerbie. Scotland.
Myrlie Evers-Wi lliams. Chairwoman of the NAACP. civil rights activist and author. will be honored today as \\CII
for her dedication 10 civil rights and equality.
J. Bruce Llewellyn is Chairman of the Board and CEO ofTI1c Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company. the nation's
largest black-owned firm. He has distinguished himself nationally :,s an entrepreneur. a public official. and a role
model in the American business community and today acquires praise for his contributions to bu,iness and indu~1ry.

Tun Students Commissioned in ROTC Ceremony
The Army ROTC Departn1cnt hosted the 2000 Commissioning
:Cerernony yesterday in the School of Business Auditorium. Ho\vard
:~.lµm Brigadier General Craig D. Hackett was the guest speaker for
(he; event. Among the cadets commissioned were: Riakos Adams,
•:Joseph Batisie, Monique Ca1T, Victoria Garner, Jason Porter. Eric
Rogers, Kanika Rosborough, Emanuel Samedi, Cameron Smith,
.Sonya Smith.
1
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Campus Police Promotes Six Officers
According to a brief published in The Capstone, six officers from
:the Howard University Campus Police were promoted last month to
:the rank of 2nd Lieutenant. Officers Brian Ellard, Edward Sawyer,
:Dania Cook, and Barbara McKissick, Samuel Collins, and Martin
.Johnson are the newly appointed agents.
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Miles From Home, Students Religious Beliefs are Put to Test
Students Often Experience Different ldealogies at College, Some Say
By Valerie Thomas
Hilllop Staff Writer
Every year. thousands of college
studenls break free of their paren1s·
nes1 to disembark on college campuses. The arrival of1cn closes the
door of their parents religious
beliefs and opens another of templation and 1ransgression: or does it?
"J believe 1ha1 mosl s1udents loose
their religion when 1hey come to
Howard," said junior Adelia Faison. "But I feel that they still remain
spiritual," Faison said she does not
ancnd services e\'ery Sunday. but
she reads her Bible more since coming 10 Howard three years ago.
Dean Bernard Richardson of
Howard's Andrew Rankin Chapel

said that most students adopt their do not lake advantage of the oppor"People tend to pul faith in thing,
parents's old-fashion religion beliefs 1uni1ies where they can express that arc right in from of their face:·
once they reach college.
foi1h.
said Ngandu. "In college there are
"We are witnessing a change in
"Having faith i~ some1hing bigger so many challenge~ :md my beliefs
the once popular notion that SIU- than me," she said. "However some has helped me get through,".
dents are not drawn to 1radi1ional people may not have gonen the
Ngnadu said it is important 10
faith pmctices. "he said. "Religious _ __ _ _:__ _ _ _.::__ __ _ _.::__ _ _ _ __ _;__ _ __
and or spiritual mallers are no
longer a private mailer for students.
Their beliefs are the foundation for
the academic, social, and political
pursuits."
Somesaystudentscanstill remain
spritual without anending church
services.
"Although you may not ancnd
church or chapel every Sunday. you
can express your spirituali1y in any
way," said Tosha Gibson, president
of the chapel assisrnn1s at Rankin
Chapel. Gibson said mos1 studems

college ofteh causes some students
10 switch religious faith.
Mahblee1a Grant came 10 Howard
as a Baptisl s tuden t. but after
rcsc:\rching lsl:un she became Mus•
Jim.
"I can't explain how r.11ional this
"/
religion is," Grant said. ''This is a
practical religion and not a hard:/ •
ship:· Gram said that e,·erything
abom Islam makes sense to her ru1d
has a valid reason and purpose
behind i1:•
.
A "religious renaissance" as some
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - like lo call it. has formed at Howard.
Various organizations have assisted
same base," said Gibson
remain spiritual afler college also students in changing their way of
Tuhilumba Ngnadu ,1 fourth year because most sllldents need help life for religious purpose,. The orgaEngineering major said students do coping with pos1-gradua1e pres- niw1ions branched out by arriving
not loose 1heir religion when they sures.
al dorms in order to receive increase
come 10 college. only their focus.
The new faces and experinces of religions awareness on campus.

believe that most students loose
their r,eli"gi'on [belt'e•+,s] when they co,ne to
Howard, ,, said1·unior Adelia Faison on religion on Howard's campus.

New Test Could Help Trace
the Roots of Many Blacks
From RESEARCH. A l
Boston Globe. "Thh will definitely con1ribu1e a lot 10 understanding the hi story
African-Americans.
Each individual lest is anticipated to cost
$200 10 $300. Supporters of the test believe
it could easily spark the kind of activity that
followed Alex Haley's book and television
miniseries "Roots" in the l970's, when
thousands of blacks set across the A1lan1ic
hoping to reclaim their lost culture.
Dr. Russell L. Adams, Chairman of
African American Studies at Howard University said he expecls the test 10 have no
effect on the African American community. "There are 01her things that come with
1he informa1ion that the test could provide", Adams said. Adams said he doubts
that many people will take the test. op1ing
instead to travel 10 Africa in person.
Adams referred to the test as, "a Pandora ·s box."
He explained. "You have 10 open with
care- so bad mailers won't be made worse.
Not too many folks are going 10 get into
that. lbey don't ~now where its lc:,ding. You
may pay $300 tu find oul that your search
takes you tu powrty. Society works wbel\
some 1hings are not mentioned." Adams
questioned. "What if your family was leading slave traders1 They are now big in
stocks and bonds and before it was slocks
and bodies."
Kevin Harper, a graduate assistant studying medical sociology at Howard University. said the test could spark enthusiasm for
African Americans 10 !race 1heir roots.
Sti ll. he ques1ions lhc validity of the test.
Harper says he·, "not cerlain (Dr. Kiulc's)
done enough research.''
He expects that, even if the test 1s valid.
the African American community will be
divided in its response. He predicls interest
will be split halfway and that some will 1101
be able 10 afford it.
Regarding the methodology of the test.
Harper said. "First of all, in order for him

10 be able 10 do this he'd need a blood bank
in Central Africa. Realislically. he's not
able 10 do that. lfhe doesn·1 have samples.
he needs 10 get them and allow the people
in Africa 10 feel commodified:'
Harper believes thal there is a humanistic aspect to the lest that must be considered.
"You must consider how people of Africa
feel abou1 DNA samples and what they are
being used for. Some Africans may not
want to be linked with American slavery."
Speaking about the link be1ween Africa
and America. Sherrisse Truesdale. a sociology grndualc student at Howard University said. "You can' t lose the ,ocial movement. The test may determine a person's
ethnic group but you must underst,md the
social aspect that transpired. You musl s111dy
both blood types and social movcmenls. It
is hard 1os1art there (Africa) and go forward
(10 America). You must include the social
movement that took place there and here.
Can't have A without 8. Its li ke an equation.'"

Truesdale believe, that the 1es1 will spark
interest. "The test wi ll spark curiosity
among many because we've been denied ,o
much. We're at a time when we (African
·\medca1h.) ;.\re embracing out cuhun::·

Sull. Truesdale thinh many Afrkan
Americans will be skeptical about taking
the tesl. "In this country. African Americans
have been laken advantage of so much.
we·ve developed a systematic distrust. Anything looking like an experiment. they won't
go near." she said.
In addition to the African samples.
geneticists have also collected separate
database, with American Indian. Asian and
European DNA to cross-reference genes not
able to be traced 10 Africa. The re,earcher,
said early tests in the study show that about
30 perce111 of the black men tested descended paternally from Europeans, which they
anribute largely to the legacy of enslaved
women who were raped.

Some have hailed, the virtue campaign was a huge success. Students
from a ll religious backgrounds
came out 10 support a series of
forums sponsored by Howard's religious community.
One forum-the interfaith conference was held at Rankin Chapel.
The purpose of the conference was
to give various religions the dialogue needed to understand the differences that separate them.
Also, all Wednesday night chapel
services are Jed by srudent. Noonday
prayer is he ld on Mondays and
Wednesday at the Chapel. Along
with these new programs, ,evepl
students are swrting organizations
centered around the entering freshmen class.

,----,

Newest
Information
Lab Open

From ILAB. A I
around campus:· Johnson said,
Currcn1 ly the iLab is operating ori
a 24 h<>ur-per-day. seven day-petwcck schedule. During the summer,
it will be open from 8 a.m. 10 12 midnight daily.
Since i1s opening, the iLab has
seen over7.000 student, from all of
the 12 colleges and schools. according 10 Dr. Hassan Minor. vice president and interim chief information
officer.
Minor's duty is 10 "provide leadership in directi ng 1he evolution,
integration. and effecuve use of
information technology" and ''litmtegic planning management" It has
been Minor's responsibili1y 10 make
the iLab opera1ional in time for the
reading period.
Barbara Laurie. a Howard alumna was the architect for the project.
Comple tion of the iLab was
scheduled for January. but the con1rac1or could not have the building
ready before April.
The cost of the iLab ""' approximately $-1.5 million. Known ~, the
lnfra,1ruc111re Project. the con,truction of the iLab wa, part of a $50
million University-wide 1echnology
upgrade ini1iarive. The ini1ia1ive was
an integra l part of President H.
Patrick Swygert's Strategic Framework for Achon. Swygert was also
behind the con,truction of compu\er lab, at Temple and State University of New York ut Albany where he
served as president before coming to
Phom 13} Ch,u1drn ,\nd~NXl
Howard.
Stud cul~ Sptnt mQ.\l the pa5t \\ctk M.\rtin~ through old dothb and trinket, in an tfT01110 pack for home. Above.
Included in the ini1ia1i,e are th<
one Mudenfs roona w:1s c.·ort\umed by bo\CS prior to movin~ out. '11le la.,t d.l) for \ ludenl~ to mide in eampu.\ houstwo new digital libraries in the
ing i.~ tomof'n)~
Heailh Sciences Library and the
Law School Library: walk-up computer clusters around various points
on campus called eStops: development of the Faculty Network (FacNet). th:11 gives all full-time faculty
members access 10 the Howard network: and rhe development of Student Re,idcnrial Ne1work (ResNet).
ResNet Labs e,isl in all student res•
ident hall, and wiring to make ti
acce,sible in all dormitory room,
will be complele this summer.
"Students in residenlial housing
will be able to access campus sys•
tems and the l111erne1 directly form
jack in their individual rooms."
Minor,aid.
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Recycle the news!
Recycle the news!
Recylcle the news!

Congratulations to

--Pass it on...

the Class of 2000 !

$$$$$ MONEY FOR TUITION $$$$$
GUARANTEED JOB AFTER GRADUATION!
Air Force ROTC offers you the opportunity to earn scholarships while learning and
practicing leadership principles. When you graduate, you have a guaranteed job
with good pay and benefits waiting for you! Don't you want to find out how?
Freshmen!
Sophomores!
Register for
Air Force ROTC Classes
to Join the excitement/

\

Some opponuniti,s for Juniors &

Go All the Way!

Graduate students 1001

$$$$$$$$
ROOM 4 BOARD INCEN7TVE
1-·or Mort loformation Contact

Love - The Hilltop

Air For<e ROTC Otta<hment 130
Lt Colonel Fnn<ine Goode
(202) 806-'788
fgoodt@howard.edu
Douglos Hall, Room 8-28

Up to $2,100 per semester for qualified
sflldents enrolled in Air Force ROTC
(based"" oWJ!lable Howard Uniwrsity fllnds)
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
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-Though the Deadlin_es were
changed and the computers
©rashed, I would like to than:(
my
staff
for
a
wonderful
firs·:
.
issue. Good luck this summe::
gang!
':

Ira, Kelli, Chris, Jamal, Chandra, Tori, Lauren,
Brandon, Kevin, Kimothy, Keenan, Andre, J amye,
H:Iizabeth, Karleen, N senga, Starla, J aison
I

CONG JULATIONS TO
THE CLASS OF 200
UPS.

A company with a histoty

that's going full speed
into the future.
UPS,

A promote-from-within company. A place where you can start a~ a
Part-Time Package Handler and hove the opportunity to advance to higher levels
Where education is valued and employees ore provided the financial resources to
attend college with the Earn & Learn program. The Earn & Learn program, offering
up to $23,000 in College Education Assistance To Use Towards Tuition, Books,
Software, Approved Fees & Paid Back Student Loans.**
To learn more about opportunities available in your area, call

301-497· 1063
Or visit our website:

www.upsiobs.com

UPS. A great place to work
and plan your future.
Equal Opportunity Employer
* *UPS Earn & Learn Program guidelines apply.

The UPS

Earn &
Learn
Program

'
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Census Bureau
Starts Enumeration
Process and Sends
orkers to the Street
By STARLA STILES
Hilltop Staff Writer
It's been almost two-weeks since the Census Bureau started sending enumerators out to
all households in the Washington ,D.C. area and across the country where they didn't receive
a completed census form.
According to the Census Bureau, 65 percent of households mailed back the census
questionnaires, a rate higher than the 1990 Census report. Most local communities did
as well or better than in 1990. However, there are still a large number of citizens to be
accounted for in the Washington, D.C. area.
The neighborhoods where census takers will knock on doors will most likely be neighborhoods where there is a large number of people of color, immigrants and low-income
residents, according Census statistics. These are the areas that have been the least likely
to respond to the census in the past. Census takers are supposed to try six times to
reach each household that did not send in a questionnaire, three times by phone and
three times in person.

Abandoned Construction Site
Unsafe for Children
By LAUREN B.
City Editor

ANDERSON

Imagine a huge abandoned hole ten
feet by ten feet in diameter. At th
bottom of this hole lies an estimated
four feet of water, with the only thing
that separates passersby from falling in
being a string of yellow "caution"
tape. The equipment to this
"playground" consists of abandoned
construction machines and deserted
pipe lines. The breeze that blows
through the sight carries dirt and
debris into the eyes of any one who
walks near it.
Now imagine this "playground" in
your front yard and picture your
school-age children and their friends

playing around it.
While this is not a pleasant idea for
most, it is the reality of the Roach
fa1nily and other families that live in
the subsidized apartment buildings on

In addition to people who haven't gotten around to filling out the forms, there are also
people who feel the census questions are too intrusive, or that the census will not help
them.
"We're asking everyone to please cooperate with our enumerators," said John
McCauslin, head of the Prince George's County census office, that is coordinating the
count in the district and surrounding metropolitan areas. "They're only here to do your
community a service," McCauslin said.

The Census Bureau expects to hire 44,000 enumerators nationwide and 19,000 in the
district, Maryland and Virginia. The work is part time and lasts through the ten-week
follow up phase that ends July 7th. Some census officials said that hiring is going so
well that they might finish early.
All the 44,000 sought after Census enumerators will be temporary employees hired by
the government. According to the Census Bureau, public school teachers are the first to
be employed. Others will be employed based on need. All prospective employees have
to pass a test and have background checks to qualify for the job.
The census enumerators carry red white and blue Census Bureau badges and black tote
bags with a census Bureau logo, so that they can be easily identified. Census enumerators gather population by traveling to different homes and interviewing with homeowners or any person responsible for the property. They work primarily in the evenings and
on weekends, times they are most likely to find people at home.
Census enumerators are never supposed to ask to come inside. They are not permitted
to ask for social security numbers or credit card information and they have to provide a
piece of paper which states that census information is confidential.
Census Bureau Director Kenneth Prewitt told Congress last week that enumerators
closed 8 percent of their cases in three days, right on schedule.
There are 12 regional Census offices. The Philadelphia region, which includes the district completed 8 percent last week. Denver and Los Angeles had the strongest performance closing 14 percent. All 12 regions have nine weeks left to count 38 million
households that have not been accounted for.

Photo by Lauren Anderson

4th and W street in Nw, Washington,

Neighborhood children play near the dangerous uncovered hole on W street. PicDC.
tured: Michelle Johnson, Keyonna Walker, James Roach, Jermaine Roach, Dana
It was the I 0th of April that the hazardly hole became a front yard reality Wood, Jamal Roach, Raymond Roach, Darius Winston, Justin Winston, Jawon
for the residents of W street. It was on Roach, Johnny McHenry, Jerry Watts, Jarel Winston, Lamont Roach, Gregory Baker.
this day that Mayor, Anthony
"We will be keeping an eye on it to
University, changes direction as it
Williams, called a moratorium on all
make sure he leaves the sight secure."
comes to a 45 degree angle at W
non emergency fiber optic and utility
Mclaughlin said that he expects the
street. "That big hole is to construct
work taking place in the city of Washwhat is called a thrust block," said
work to take as long as six weeks after
ington, DC, stopping virtually all conthe permit is re-issued. The work
Mclaughlin. "That is the big black
struction.
pipe you see stored in the street there."
which was scheduled to be finish
It was with the news of the moratoriAfter inspectors were called to visit
toward the middle of May will be
um that C&F Construction, the comthe site on W street, the hole was finalespecially delayed because workers
pany responsible for the gigantic hole
have already lost three to four weeks.
ly properly covered, nearly a month
left literally in the middle of the street,
While C&;F construction was unavailafter work on the hole had been
abandoned it along with all equipment
stopped. Steel plates have been used to
able for comment, their equipment
and materials. Had C&F covered up
cover up the holes in the street. Now,
remains one of the major factors
their open site properly there may have
at least the more than 15 children who
affecting the lives of the tenants of W
been no problem, however the compalive on the street will not be subjected
street. Tenants have complained that
ny stopped work completely taking no
besides the unsafe conditions for their
to direct danger every time they walk
regard to City laws requiring construcchildren, they are now unable to park
out of their front door.
tion companies to leave their site
on the street.
However the machines, equipment,
"safe."
"I feel a lot better since the hole is
and debris still remain as the construc"It is supposed to be covered up, either
closed," said James Roach. "But, they
tion has yet to be completed.
barricaded or with steel plates," said
still got some dangerous stuff over
"They are trying to get their permit reDave Mclaughlin, manager of the
there that can kill or hurt a kid."
issued by the departn1ent of public
water and sewage construction diviworks so they can get back to work
sion of Washington DC's water and
and finish the job," said Mclaughlin.
sewer authority.
The hole which was the shape of a
square, was an estimated ten to fifteen
feet deep with an estimated four feet of
water at the bottom, according to
"I feel there is a cheaper way to announce
PEPCO workers who were on site
when the next train is coming," West said.
By JAMILA MORGAN
working on another project. Only one
"The flashing lights are more than enough to
Hilltop Staff Writer
of the four sides of the hole was proplet people know when the train is coming. It
erly barricaded with wooden fencing
Electronic marquees, called information dis- should be part of the Metro controllers job to
that was able to withstand a substantial
plays, are being installed throughout the city announce any delay or problem."
amount of weight.
in an effort to better serve Metro train riders Johnson said Metro fares will not increase
The only thing separating pedestrians
by providing them with information on arriv- because of the new displays.
or neighborhood children from falling
"The $11 million information displays were
ing trains.
into the other three sides of the hole
"The benefits of the information displays is included in Metro's budget for the year," Johnwas a flimsy line of yellow "caution"
so it can better serve the Metro riders by letson said.
Metro has made other improvements by
tape and nothing else.
ting them know when the next train is arrivJames Ricardo Roach Sr., a resident of
ing, if there is a delay and how many minutes putting up an "Aurora Borealis" in the Dupont
Circle station. The Aurora Borealis, meaning
the apartment buildings who lives with
to expect the next train," said Cheryl Johnson,
his four children on W street, says that
northern dawn, reflects rainbow lights off
a Metro media spokesperson.
with the open construction site, he
The displays are complete in 71 of the 78 the escalator walls leading up to the street and
fears for his children's safety. "It is supMetro stations. Johnson said the manufactur- is accompanied by the sounds of birds chirper is behind schedule and that is what is hold- ing. The scenery is a replica of natural pheposed to be barricaded so that no one
nomenon called, The Northern Lights, near
can get in that construction site but
ing up installment of the remaining displays.
the north pole where light is emitted into the
them," said Roach. "There's no excuse
The Shaw-Howard University Metro station,
of why they don't have this fenced off,
located on Georgia Avenue, is one of the dark sky when charged particles from the sun
are guided by the earth's magnetic field into
remaining stations where screens have not
there's no excuse."
been installed. Metro officials said the sta- the atmosphere.Aurora Borealis is a tempo"Children are going to be children and
get into stuff," says concerned grandtion's screen should be installed within rary gift to the Metro station.from Helsinki,
the capital of Finland.
mother, Joan Roach. "The safety of our
months.
The cost for each screen is $150,000 totaling While Metro is making improvements in its
children is very much a concern."
stations they are leaving some of their old feaan estimated $11 million for all 78 informaThe project for which the hole is
tures. Metro has decided to keep the flashing
responsible is the installation of a new
tion displays.
48 inch, 4 foot water mane. The pipe
Adrian West, a freshman physical therapy yellow lights which glow from the platform
major, disagrees with the installment of the level to alert passengers when a train is comwhich lies partially under the new
ing, Johnson said.
medical library being built by Howard
screens.

Some local census offices are still looking for workers, especially people that speak a language other than English. All
individual who are interested in working with the censusindividuals can call 888-325-7733 to apply. Localcensus offices
are encouraging people to continue to apply for employment,
because they expect a high turnover rate. The training sessions
and hiring will continue for weeks, officials said.

Metro Adds New Information Displays to Train Stations

With only seven more stations scheduled for
information display installations, all displays
should be up within a couple of months.
"I think it's a good thing for tourists and first

time riders," said Tealeda Nesbitt, a freshman
political science major. "For them, not being
familiar with the Metro may be scary and the
displays will help them."

I
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Dear Faculty, Students, and Staff:
President H. Patrick Swygert has established a Search Advisory Committee to identify and recommend
qualified candidates for the position of Provost of Howard University. We wish to launch a national
· search that will yield the names of three eminently quaIif ied candidates by October 2000. Desirable
, : qualifications of prospective applicants include a distinguished record of achievement, proven leadership,
and administrative skills. Candidates should be able to articulate and implement a vision for the
·academic programs as it relates to excellence in teaching, research, technology, and services, as well as
administrative and enterprise systems. Ideally, this search will attract the full spectrum of talent,
including individuals with significant university, corporate, and/or government experience.
I

. I have been appointed to chair the search committee. Dr. J. Clay Smith, Professor, School of Law, will
serve as Vice Chair and Vice Chairwoman of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Floretta Dukes McKenzie, will
serve as Ex-Officio Search Committee Member. The other members of the committee are: Dr. Georgia
Dunston, Chair, Department of Microbiology; Ms. Valerie Eley, Graduate Student; Dr. Hope Hill,
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology; Dr. Richard English, Dean, School of Social Work; Dr.
Eleanor Traylor, Chair, English Department; Dr. Demetrius Venable, Interim Associate for Research,
Department of Physics; Dr. Richard L. Wright, Professor, Vice Chair, Faculty Senate; and an
undergraduate student. Consultants John Gibbs and Ron Zera of Spencer Stuart will aid in the search.
In order to meet the timetable for this national search, it is crucial that candidates must be identWied as
soon as possible. The Committee especially invites and would greatly value your nominations for the
' ·· Provost position. You may prefer to invite outstanding candidates to write us directly. Please know that
any information you provide on prospective candidates will be held in strict confidence.
The Committee expects to begin its review of candidates immediately; the refore,. nominations and
applications should be sent as soon as possible to the address indicated in the accompanying
announcement.
•

Thank you for your time and attention to this most important effort.

J

•

ph . Harris, Ph.D.
1sti ished Professor of History
Chair, Provost Search Advisory Committee

'

,
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

PROVOST
Under the leadership of President H. Patrick Swygert, Howard University, the pr·emier historically Black t1niversity
in the nation, invites nominations and applications for the position of Provost.
'

The University: Chartered by Congress in 1867, Howard University is the world's largest a11d mt)St con1prel1ensive .
university with a predorninately African-Atnerican enrollment. Howard embraces persons of all colors, creeds, and
national origins and is one of only 88 universities nationally to be designated a Level One research university by the
· Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teacl1ing. The statt11·e Howard en.joys nationwide and worldwide is
unique.
•

Located in the nation's capital, H()Ward is a private, nt)nsectarian, coeducational institt1tion with an annual budget
ot· about $500 million and an enrollment of nearlj 10,000 students. The University has 12 schools and ccJlleges
offering 180 areas of undergraduate and graduate study, including 23 Pl1.D. degree prl1gran1s, as Vv'ell as
prt1tessional programs in allied health, architecture, business, dentistry, divinity, enginee1·ir1g, law, r11cdicine,
nursing, pharmacy, and StJcia] work. Also, there is a teaching hospital. a corn111ercial FM radic1 static)n, a11d a public
television station.
1

The Position: The Provost will be the chief academic lJfficer <)f' the University and will be accountable t(J the
President, and through the President tC) the Board <)f Trustees, for the performance of l1is/her duties. The Provost
will oversee all academic programs (undergraduate, graduate, and prt1fessi<)nal) including instruction; research,
planning, and support activities, and will lead the University in the President's .absence.

'

Qualifications: The Provost will be Cl)mn1itted tel sustaining Howard's 111ission. will bring to the pllSi(jc)n a record
of' significant acco1nplishments and demonstrated leadership in higher educatio,1 C)r a related field, and will possess
the demonstrated abilities necessary to Jead C)ne elf the nation's quality private ttniversities intl) lhe futt1re. As a
leader and manage1·, the successful candidate will have confronted ch,1llenging prl)tessional or managerr1ent
decisions and \Vorked them through successft1l1y.
•

The successt·t1l candidate will hold an earned doct()rate or equivalent ter111inal degree from an accredited institution
and will rnerit appointment as a tenured full professor. He/She will have a 111inimu.m ()f' t'ive years elf senior-level
admi11istrative leadership experience in higher education institutions, ideally at 1·esearch-oriented universities (or
experience in organizations of similar size and con1plexity). Ideal experience will include academic planning and
program review, curriculun1 and instruction, strategic planning, budgeting, t'iscal 1nanage1nent and control,
personnel management and resource develop111ent, students, and adr1rinistrato1·s. A ct1mmit111ent tc) excellence and
balance among scholarship, teaching; research or creative production, and service is necessar·y.
The successful candidate will possess a leadership style that invites dialogue, builds trust, and finds consensus.
He/She will pron1ote the development and well-being of the University by 111aintaining (1pen effective
communication and establishing positive working relationships at all levels-faculty, students, staff, alumni, the
com1nunity, and other external constituents. Tl1e successf't1l candidate necessarily will have excellent
commt1nication skills, both verbal and written, and strong analytical skills. A record of i111peccable integrity is
mandatory. Salary is competitive and comn1ensurate with qualifications and experience.

Applications: The Provost Sea1·ch Advisory Committee will begin reviewing nontinations and applications l
imn1ediately. Include names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three current, p1·otessit1nal 1·~terences. Resun1es l
and letters of nomination should ·address at a minimum the above-ret·erenced qualifications and areas of l
responsibility relative to the position. Materials sh()uld be addressed to: Howard University, Provost Search ~
Advisory Committee, P.O. Box 34596, 1400 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20043. Inquiries will be treated l
confidentially.
l'
•

•
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Greetings, I am

The Hilltop
Comes Up
Short,
Again
In the most recent publication
of The Hilltop, the editorial page
was printed twice. Despite this
obvious error, the newspaper was
distributed all over the campus.
While this may seem like a
small, insignificant error to
some, it is really much more than
that.
Every Friday, The Hilltop
seems to be filled with all kinds
of inaccuracies. At a casual reading, one may not notice any mistakes or they may just look past
any that are there. However, if
you pick up The Hilltop weekly,
like members of the Howard
community do, you begin to
notice the recurring misspellings, misuses and blunders.
Now, the question that needs to
bJ answered is this: who do we
blame for these salient mistakes?
Furthermore, how can we solve
this problem?
Immediately, people would
assume that the writers are the
ones responsible. While this may
be partially true, the writers
should not be the ones held
accountable. Clearly the editors
are the ones who aren't thoroughly proofreading the articles
before they are published. Their
main purpose is to look over the
work of the journalists. When
the editors fail to do their jobs,
it spoils reading the paper for
everyone. In short, it is useless
and ridiculous to even print a
newspaper filled with errors.
Recently, The Hilltop won an

On The Rhodes

Proofreaders Needed
I feel obligated, as a Howard University student and Hilltop reader,
to take action upon my concer11s
with the content, layout and grammatical construction of our University newspaper. I would like
first to congratulate you and your
staff on your recent award as the
best newspaper for an HBCU. Secondly, however, I would like to ask
that you consider the validity of
such an accolade. I ask that you
carefully proofread the last few
issues of The Hilltop and determine if it is truly deserving of

such a title. Reference to gays as
queers, use of "dicuss" as opposed
to "discuss" in a headline and blurry pictures are just a few flaws I've
found with our award-winning
paper. As a former staff member of
a school newspaper, I can certainly understand the strains of a small
staff and a weekly deadline, but the
problems I have with the paper
can be fixed easily with a simple
session of proofreading. I suggest
the you consider soliciting the help
from the Journalism department of
the School of Communications.

They may be able to provide simple proofreading procedures that
you may be able to apply within
your staff. Please do not take
offense to 111y genuine concern and
constructive criticism. But I would
really like to see a much stronger
Hilltop next semester. I will be
more than happy to contribute
some of my own time to guestwrite some articles or proofread
\Vhen necessary.

--Ashley McFarlin

award for the best newspaper

produced by a black university. If
the judges of the award had the
opportunity to thoroughly read
The Hilltop more than once, they
definitely would have given that
award to another college.
Our newspaper maybe rated
number one among Historically
Black Colleges and Universities,
, but it still needs some improvement. The newspaper staff needs
to do whatever is necessary to
make the articles more presentable. If this means replacing
the existing editors with new,
diligent ones, then so be it. The
Hilltop will not continue to be at
the top if the staff does not strive
to make it the best at all times.

--Pleasure Gainer

Dear Editor:
First and foremost, I commend The
Hilltop staff for its efforts to produce
a quality weekly paper that presents
issues that affect students on Howard's
campus, in the District and in the global community. I realize that your venture is extremely taxing, requiring
tremendous organization and commitment in order to author such a
work. Most students who obtain an
edition of The Hilltop each Friday
, and have taken the time to read at
least a few of the articles and contributions have been satisfied with the
informative material and entertainment provided on each page. Furthermore, The Hilltop has been instrumental in stimulating a response from
various members of both administrations-student government and the
school-and opinionated individuals
of the general student body.
More importantly, however, I want to
address a few concerns that have
arisen from my scrutiny of Howard's
weekly. In the most recent edition
(April 21, 2000) there were numerous
misspellings and grammatical errors in
the premier scoops of the first few
pages. Obviously these were simple
mistakes that may have been overlooked or not initially submitted by the

staff. However, these omissions and/or
oversights were a recurrence of those
that we saw in earlier editions of The
Hilltop.
Also, the efforts of The Hilltop to
advocate freedom of speech provides
great opportunity for students to communicate their opinions, a privilege
that is greatly appreciated. Yet, I suggest that the editorial staff assume
more responsibility in the selection of
certain offerings by the student body.
Simply stated, censorship should be an
aid when offensive, degrading and
atrocious material could possibly contribute to negative perceptions of a
periodical that is distributed and read
beyond Howard's campus. I am by no
means an admirer of censorship, but
The Hilltop has the right to not publish editions that do not enhance and
further its mission. If The Hilltop
claims to be the paramount and largest
Black collegiate newspaper in the
nation, then it is my sincere wish that
the constituents of this organization,
old and new, seek to honor such a title
and maintain Howard's legacy of
excellence.

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing in regard to the
integrity of The Hilltop. Each
week your staff publishes a
newspaper full of interesting
and even creative topics written
by obviously intelligent,
informed and proactive students. The articles in The Hilltop can be inspiring, witty, critical and informative. However,
these articles will never be fully
understood or fully appreciated
if the editors of your paper continue to fail to proofread the
articles. It is unfortunate, but
each and every Friday I pick up
the University's newspaper and
spot several typing or spelling
errors without even looking for
them. Does your staff use spell
check? If they do not, I recommend that they begin to use it
from this day forward.
I do not intend to insult, and I do
not intend to be unnecessarily
critical of the award-winning
newspaper. I do, however, wish
to give some helpful advice
because I enjoy reading the
newspaper, although I often find
it difficult due to the numerous

blatant errors I encounter when
trying to read an article. It is
necessary for the well being of
our University that we express
ourselves in the clearest possible
way and that we present ourselve_s in an appropriate manner.
In order for us to showcase our
fullest potential, we must avoid
errors in spelling, grammar and
punctuation.
Now when I say this, it does not
include the satirical articles and
poetry featured in your paper
because these gran1matical mistakes are intentional and/ or for
effect. I do not feel that the creative aspect of the newspaper
should be abandoned, but I feel
that the articles that do not fall
into these categories should be
error-free. I believe that I have
gotten my point across, so I will
close with congratulations to
you for receiving the award. I
wish you great luck in the future.
Sincerely,
Tiffany Hodges

Dear Howardites,
It has been almost a year since my
graduation from Howard, and I want
take an opportunity to say "hello" and
let you know what this Howard alumna is doing. Life at Oxford, in graduate
school, has been genuinely interesting,
exciting, and challenging. During my
time here, I have had the opportunity to
reflect and examine my work and my
interests.
My time so far at Oxford is best characterized by the reaffirmation of the
notions that learning and discovery are
infinite processes. Many of us, when we
graduate from college, feel fairly certain when it comes to the scope of our
personalities and abilities. We feel confident in our strengths and weaknesses
and see graduation as a time to begin
embarking on careers and honing skills
we have already obtained. Indeed, this
is true. But at Oxford, I have also been
reminded that we are still often ignorant
of many of our abilities and should
constantly seek to learn and never
believe the learning curve ends once we
reached a certain age or achieve a
degree.
At Oxford I constantly discover new
interests, personal, and academic.
When I arrived I started rowing for my
college. I never would have thought
last year, while running to a class in
Locke Hall wearing a Howard. sweatshirt, that under a rising sun I would be
wearing that same shirt, rowing down
the Isis River in Oxford. I have also
taken up photography, which is very
advantageous as I travel through England and Europe.
In my program I an1 focusing on environmental economics, a field that I did
not study as an undergraduate. I have
taken such a liking to it that I am doing
my master's thesis on the environmental effects of the liberalization of the
electricity market in Europe.
I have also learned that although
Oxford is one of the oldest universities
in the world, we as Americans have
made an impact on its education. Walking in my college library, which dates
back to 1327, I find books by Toni
Morrison, James Baldwin, Alice Walker, and a host of other African-American writers. How good it is too see their
works in the company of traditional
English writers, such as Shakespeare
and Yeats, and to know they have their
respected place.
Now, as I begin to prepare for exams
ahd think about plans for next year, I
seek to write and create more because
not only is the ability to amass knowledge infinite, but so also is the ability
to produce it.
·
I encourage all of us to be infinite takers and producers of knowledge, for that
is one of the main things the Howard
experience is about.
Congratulations to the class of 2000
and best wishes to all.

--Carla J. Peterman
HU Class o_f 1999
Rhodes Scholar
O.,ford University
cjpeterman@hotmail.com
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Four Years
Down for
Mr.Brown
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y undergmduate years are over. Time flies
when you're having fun. As I look back
on my four years at Howard, I can hon·stly say that I've enjoyed being part of the "Mecca."
eedless to say, there is no other place like Howard.
rom top-notch professor, to a diverse student body,
o other historically black college comes close 10
his.
Howard's legacy was part of the reason I decided
lo travel all the way from Louisiana just to attend col)ege. Trust me. I'm glad I came to Howard. With all
our problems. we still have it beuer than a lot of other
black colleges. After all. I only applied 10 one black
college... guess which one!
. Since the age of nine. I wanted 10 be a television
·ports reporter/producer. I'm happy to say that I've
ad good training in the School of Communications,
anks to professor, like Otis Thomas, Edgar Davis
!IJJ:d Roberts. Of course, I had the opportunity 10
rush up on my writing skills a great deal in the
chool of "C." Being a broadca,t journalism major
pllowed me to become a well-rounded journalist. On
one hand, I acquired great skills in front of the camera. while improving as a writer. Now I think I'm

M

I've had good training in the
School of Communications,
ready to enter the journalism world. Howard prepares
us students tor anything.
I know my entire family is proud of me for graduating on time, which b rare at Howard. I expect lots
of gifts and pmise from my people back home. I know
my younger brothers and sisters look up to me. so I
must make sure I remain a good role model. Hopefully. they wi ll be able to pursue their college dreams
in the (umre. But if they attend any other black college besides Howard, I will disown them!
. Admittedly, I am a little nervous about going out
!nto the real world ..1do~·1 know what to e.xpec1. Being
man all-blue~ ,cuing hkc ~oward. then adjusting to
corporate
whue Amenca will be strange. TI1en again.
I
life is all about adju,1men1,.
I hm·e so many people to thank for helping me along
the. w~y. First of all, my roommate during my freshmll/j,Y~ar in Drew Hall, Kevin Stewart. Although he
aoroyed me then, I still appreciate how cool he was.
Wehld so much in common since we were from the
sa~e.ge_ogrnphic loc.ation. Kevin haib from Gulfport.
M,sms1pp1 (Gulf Coast representin'), which is only
about 60 miles from my hometown of Violet,
L~~~¥um. Secondly. thanks to all my journalism prof~lil"i who gave me honc,t, conmuctive criticism
abjWJ_lmy wntmg and production skills. Despite
wh:!osomc of you think. the School of "C'' can actuaN~IWchallenging. especially if you enter with little or no skills.
I always tell people I will miss Howard. but they
don't believe me. Honestly. I considered tran;,ferring
following my freshman year. Thanks 10 a second
opinion and not w:mting to fill out the paperwork. I'm
now a graduate three years later. r realized I took
everything Howard has to offer for granted. There are
s_o many co!1nections to be made in Washington, parllcularly w11h Howard alumni.
So now I must embark on this career of mine. either
with ESPN or NPL Films (I haven·, decided yet).
~opefully. you'll be seeing me on air one day running down sports scores tmd highlights. But that will
just be the first step towards my ultimate go.11: 10 own
my own publication and television station. I know
these goals will come to fruition. Why? Because I'm
a Howard man thats why!

Kimothy K. Brow11 is a grodua/i11g broadcastjour11a/ism major from Louisiana aud former ma11aging editor of The Hilltop. After graduation, lte will
become a producer at either ESPN or NF/., Films.

A Rising Tide
Brian Cox

L

ike Emerson said. money often costs 100
much. Tell that 10 the two people lucky
. enough to have won 1u~sday's record Big
Game1adcpot of $363 m1llion. I'd tell those rwo 10
mvest wisely. Jive off 1he interest. ,u,d to read no further. The same applies if you·re working for a bra.ndnew "dC>t•com.. Internet startup. claim membership
on the board of trustees. or work as a record executive at any of an assorted number of Southern. Gullah-in0ected rap groups. Sorry. This column is not
~or your eyes. See. you're already living the American dream. in all its private island. gi lded Bentley,
gravlax and demi-sec cocktail party glory. You
could probably care less about politic,. and more
about how to creatively lie on your census forms.
ff you·rc a hater. however. you\~ ,kipped to the right
page.
Our sermon today is about money-grubbing politician~- always an easy target. I know. On Tuesday
ofth,s week. former Republican presidential hopeful Senator John McCain extended the olive branch
10 his less-than-deserving rival, George W. Bush.
granting him a warm endorsement. These two white
men are joining forces (albeit McCain in a posture
of defeat) in an effort to seal the electoral doom of
Al Gore, Jr.. also a white man. Other white men in
the media-people with last names like Russert.
Rather. Brokaw, :md Jennings-will weigh in equally with endless jabber about this candid:,te or that
one. about George w.·s campaign coffers or Al
Gore's thinning pate. until the din reaches its fever
pitch on Election Day. November 7.
And all the while. black people (that's us. unless
I made a major miscalculation and had this column
printed in The Hoya) will sit around intently. carefully following current events and the critical issues
of the campaign. including the state-by-state election results. in an effort to form the crucial "swing
vote" that will see the reimposition of affirmative
action and reparations on the order of the "40 acres
to blacks.. that Nas was talking about 111 that catchy
new song of his.
'·Wait." you say in a halting voice. ·"That last
turgid sentence of yours made absolmely no sense.
It must fall into the genre of farce. Oh, how brillia111!" And you'd be right. l was being flip. Yes.
that's _right. I was making light of our dire polit ical
s1tua11on.
And now to continue: George W. Bush. newly
anointed by McCain, intends 10 pursue his philosophy of "compassionate conservatism"-a policy

informed by the word ctm111nssio11ate, meaning:
"sympathetic con;,ciousness of others· distress
together \\·i th :\ desire 10 alleviate it"; and conter•
rnti.<m- :, tetm which militatebgainst evel'}1hing
?f vahle tolhe Amcricar, JX'Oflle. When one indulge.~
m heavy reObct,on. and, as an official Hilltop
columnist. this is precisely what I get paid the big
bucks to do. the truth emerges that all popular values are essentially leftist vnlues. 11·s the reason why
mo,1 ofus support a woman's right 10 have an abortion. and heap disdain upon the NRA and tobacco
companies. The simple and unvarnished 1ru1h is that
Bush is right when he says that our relative "prosperity"- .1 giddy stock market. record unemployment. and the otherwise inexplicable success of a
telemion game show starring Regis Philbin-is a
phenomenon that, unfortunate!); has worked 10
swallow all sins. But this is an obvious point. In this
new era of good feeli ngs. the public sphere and the
private sphere haven't merely filed for divorce;
they've decided to file forthe amiable split. And no
one knows this fact better than Bi ll Clinton and the
Democrats. who watched with glee in I998 as their
approval ratings swelled during /"affaire Lewi11.1k)~ and the casualties on the Republican side of
the lighting continued to mount. Black people were
Clinton·s most vocal and reliable allies then. and
they probably won't be swayed by a self-riglneous
neo-Dan Quayle who seeks election on nothing else
but his daddy's nan1e, a dubious record in Tuxas. the
most bloodthirsty state in the nation. Surely Bush
doesn't suppose that he raised all that money for his
campaign without the support of his hedge-fund
manager Yi11ie pals?
The problem we now confront. five months into
our brave new century. is not world overpopul:u ion.
la Nina, or go-go music. The problem is moneygrubbing politicians like Bush who ,vould purport
to make the going easier even as they pmctice the
sort of supply-sided, trickle-down economics that
produced Puff Daddy.
Like Emerson ,aid, money often costs 100 muchand George W. Bush. who probably doesn't even
know who Emerson is. let alone the implications of
his words. represents nothing bm pain for the people he claims to support.
It's time to pay attention.

Brian J. C<>X is aj,mior political science major a11d
a colwnrrist for The Hilltop.

Area Colleges
Need to Come
Together
A racist letter came to Georgetown University's Post
Office on March 7. The letter to the university contained general threats or extreme bodily harm against
its black community including specific individuals.
These incidents were 10 take place on May 2. Georgetown officials advised students 10 take precaution.
calling it a day when African-American students
, hould " look out."
Though nothing was reported to have taken place
on May 2. threats of this kind against any segment of
an institution·s student body are important 10 the
entire college community. because it involves everyone-not just the people directly under attack-as
members of the community. Georgetown officials
handled this particular situation quite well. but the
problem is not Georgetown's alone.. A more encompassing role between area uni,·ersities needs 10 be
established 10 combat intolerance.
This year Georgetown University has had its fair
share of hate crimes. In a three-day span in January.
three different incidents occurred. On the first day, a
student discovered an anti-gay ,tatement scribbled on
his dormitory room door. The next day. a resident
assistant found discriminatory writing defacing the
hallway of his dormitory. On the third day, a dispute
erupted between two people in a dormitory--0ne of
whom was not even a Georgetown student. Prior to
these incidents was a report of racist graffiti found in
Copley Hall and the defacing of the Jewish Student
Association's menorah on two separate occasions.
h 's sad to say, but hate crimes are nothing new 10
the University or Maryland, College Park (UMCP).
either. Last semester. an e-mail was sent 10 the newspaper's editor. Rahman Culver. telling him 10 "Oct ...
off campus ... If you stay, you belier watch your
back!!!" Culver was the letter's target because he was
not white. Also, a letter filled with vulgar epithets was
sent. through U.S. mail. 10 the Student Government
A.<sociatio11 pre,idcnl. who i, b/.Jck. a Black Srudeol
Union officer, the union·, office and the AfricanAmerican Studies Department.
Despite the ra11ie, and marches held on Georgetown's and UMCP's campuses protesting bigotry,
hme crimes are still being committed. The,e closedminded people are not listening while these rndividua.l campuses are speaking out against intolerance. A
larger, tougher stance on hate crime, needs 10 be
established so the offenders know exactly with whom
they are dealing.
Here on Howard's campus. the past Howard University Student Association (HUSA) has joined the
bandwagon on many occasions to go downtown and
protest for various national and international causes.
Not 10 say that it was wrong. but there are some more
pertinent and pressing issues in our surrounding uni•
versity community that need some limelight. For
instance, what exactly wa, the direct connection to
whole IMF/World Bank protest to the black collegeaged student? The direcuon was totally missed, if in
fact there actually wa, one.
There seems to be an ominou, trend, not j ust here
in the Washington, D.C.. area but around the country on university campuse,. Florida A&M. an Historically Black College a.nd Univen,ity (HBCU). was
the target of a hate crime when a white man was
arrested and charged in connection with two bombs
exploding on the Tullahassee campus this year. In January, a dozen HBC~s received leners containing
racist slurs. Colleges III Alabama. Flot ida. Georgia,
Mississippi. North Carolina. Pennsylvania, South
Carolina. Tunnessee and Virginia received the anonymous letters. And these are only a couple-there are
many more.
Acts of intolerance toward different ethnic. minority, religious. and homo,exu:1J groups are becoming
~ll too familiar on area university campuses. A coali1,on needs to be formed between area universities 10
combat this hatred. The bigots need to know whom
they are lighting against and that their actions will not
be tolerated. Just because these acts of intoler.inceare
not happening on Howard's campus. students cannot
sit around and act as if they arc not directly affected
by it. It is not just 1heir problem. but it is also ours.

Kelli D. Esters is a sophomore print joumalism
major a11d tlte Dep11ty Ma11agi11g Editor ofThe Hilltop.

What Makes a True Howard Man?
Kevin Stewart
After four years of being at the "Mecca" of
black academia, it has dawned upon me that
some of the first words I heard here at Howard
~ould finally ring true near the end of my
ttme here. During the pinning ceremony in
I996. Dr. Janice Nicholson, the Associate
Vice President of the Office of Enrollment
Management • came up to the podium after
President Swygert had spoken. She stated:
"'Now thats a Howard Man."
After a day of rude anitudes from everyone
I met, I saw it as just another example of the

Howard bourgeois auitude that I hea.rd so
much about from people back home in Gulfport, Miss. I was sickened by the prospect of
becoming one of those Howard Men by the
lune I graduated. I wasn't the only one who
felt this way. My freshman roommate and I
vowed not to lose our identities and conform
to the stereotype of a HO\vard Man.
How many of us went home during the
Chnstmas break of our freshman year and
saw how people, upon learning that we were
auending Howard University, trented us like

~oyalty'/ I personally was asked 10 participate
m a panel discussion on a local radio talk
show on the state of young black men. These
people never approached me before. Why did
they want to hear my thoughts now? What
was different about me now? It didn't take a
genius to figure that one out: I was a Howard
Man.
Now that leaves me to define what a 'Irue
Howar d Man is. In order for one 10 do justtce 10 about seven generations of Howard
Men. I would have 10 look at some of the

experiences we may have shared. I'm no
Nas, but I' m going to put the definition to
verse:
A True Howard Mau has had to e11d11re the
prospects of lil'i11g i11 an all-male dorm.
A True Howard Mau has bee11 caught making a late 11ight trip 10 the (yo11r fal'orite
female dormitory here) duri11g a storm.
A True Howard Mau has /tat/ to deal with
bad attit11des from people lte); trying 10 gil'e
Iris money.
A True lloward Ma11 ltas had to suck it 11p

a11d ear the mystery meat sen·ed i11 the cafe•
1eria 011 Mo11da}:
A True Howard Mau has learned the alma
mater in order to get ,•isitation.
A True Howard Mau ltas celebroted e,·ery

Biso11 l'icrory and called tlte ream bums after
every devtistatio11.
A True Howard Man has learned to appreciate tltat black women are11) toys. but can be
yo11r be.rt frie11d (yeaIt. thats s11cki11g 11p, b111
a Howard Mtm "kicks game" whene1·er
See STEWART, BJ
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So, Tou're Leaving the Nest
erhaps in the fall of I996, it was the hunger
for knowledge, education at an acclaimed
HBCU, a fulfilled need to belong. a quest for
cultural awareness, or all of the above that brought
the class of 2000 to the Mecca. Whatever the search
was that brought so many bright minds to Howard,
it is the taste of success and accomplishment that
inevitably takes them away, for and high.
We wish to acknowledge and congratulate the
class of 2000 for paving the way and setting the
hard-to-top standards for the classes of 200 I, 2002
and 2003. We cannot say that the class of 2000
deserves more merit than any before you, but your
accomplishments undoubtedly compel recognition
and will be remembered by all that come after.
To the 78 National Merit Scholars, the most
Howard has ever had: you've made history and with
it, contributed more pride and strength to the
Howard legacy. To the class of2000 as a whole. if
you are reading this: today is your last day as a
Howard student and tomorrow is your first day as
a Howard graduate. What does that mean? No more
frustrating registration lines, you say? True. You
remember what it was like before the HU-Banner
Interactive Student Information On-line Network.
You remember when most of the dorms didn't have
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Founded in 1924

computer labs and you had to truck to the Undergraduate Library to check your e-mail. You remember when Bethune Annex was co-eel. Oh, yeah! You
remember the less-than-historic protest of school
mergers in front of the A-Build.ing. Did you sleep
outside on the hard concrete that night because you
didn't want to lose the School of Fine Arts? You
remember the vigil for Tupac. Was that you burning the candle with tears in your eyes? You remember the Quad and Drew before the luxury of air-conditioning. Brand new ceiling fans got you through
those steamy Indian-summer nights. You remember
when the football team was named the # I National Black College Football Team and the women's
basketball team became MEAC Champions and the
NCAA Bid. (Did you know that?)
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Really, being a Howard graduate means that your
name will always be synonymous with leadership,
the heart of tradition. excellence and as the University motto says, \i!ritas Et Utilitas. "truth and service." It means that there is only one Howard. it will
take you to many places and whenever you come
back, it will always be ...home. Congratulations and
continue to be the best!

Style vs. Substance

O

H YEAH. Howard looks good. We love
the bookstore with its upstairs with comfortable chairs, easy-to-find textbooks and
colorful supplies that beckon one to buy. We love
the cafe down~tairs. the Hallmark card, and the
Fubu gear. We love the Howard paraphernalia and
the personalized "HU" carpet. We love all the registers up and ready to go-just like us. OH YEAH.
We love the bookstore. And we Jove the iLab. It's
spectacular-all new and so techno-looking that
you expect the soundtrack from Tl,e Matrix to
begin blaring from its bright and shiny new walls
at any moment. OH YEAH. We love its lounge and
televisions and rows and rows of computers, and
its somber security officers-enough sign-ins and
official-seeming once-overs to make you feel special just to be allowed in. OH YEAH. We love the
iLab. We love the Yard, too. With all kinds of new
landscaping and bright. beautiful flowers being
planted. it practically a new display of nature's
beauty e,•ery week. We love the Yard, with its
clean appearance and freshness. OH YEAH. We
love the Y.trd. And we love the Quad's newly-renovated dorms. Way to go, Howard!
Still. why is our library's selection so far behind
that of Georgetown. American and GWU? Why
must we go e lsewhere to find recently published
books? Why is the media center in Founders so
small? Why are Drew Hall's facilities prison-like,
the only saving grace being that its students aren't
locked in? Why are the science labs shoddy and
hazardous? Why are the School of Communications· computers so bad that professors of the labs
don't make students use them in classes that require
their use?
The dilemma here is one of style vs. substance.
How is it decided to spend so much money in certain areas while other things lack? Things that are

important-things that are necessary to really getting the education we're paying for, the education
that will be a necessity once we reach the "real
world." Why should science students suffer through
poor research facilities that -are often times worse
those they had in high school when they will have
to compete with better-equipped students in graduate and medical school? Why are freshman males
forced to live in sparse. tiny, airless rooms while the
female dorms are renovated and updated o n a
much more timely basis? Why should students have
to trek to Georgetown to get a book they are
required to read for class. which they cannot find
in Howard's library?
What's the payoff? People complained about the
bookstore: we got a new bookstore. We were in
need of a technology lab: we got the iLab. The yard
looks great. No complaints there. We can't complain about any renovations to dorms. But how are
the particular projects being chosen? We know that
they are great for PR purposes. Prospective students
come and are shown newly-renovated rooms, the
iLab, and the bookstore... they're excited, they're
enticed ... they're hooked. Cool. That's good. We like
that.
But how excited is the typical male student going
to be when he comes to Howard and is hooked up
with a room io Drew Hall, when he has to go to
Biology Lab and share his fetal pig with an ent ire
class, when he can't find his book in Founders,
when his grades get lost and he gets chewed out by
t.he lady behind the desk in the "A" building?
Not very.
We like the style. We like it very much. But what
we're asking for is just a little bit of substance to
go along with it.
Please. And thank you.

Communications Disorder

I

t would seem that the School of Communications is sending mixed messages. While the
school's overall goal is to train young professionals equipped to compete in an ever-changing
communications job market, some faculty members
want to strip away the school 's primary training
tools.
Students who work on the school's laboratory
newspaper, The Community News, have been quietly protesting moves that would strip the paper of
necessary funds. Some facu lty members in the
School of Communications would rather use the
newspaper's $96,000 budget to s pur other projects. The plan 10 crash The Community News that
seemed to get the most attention was presented at
a recent facu lty meeting and trumpeted by a stubborn journalism professor. The plan outlined an
"integrated newsroom" in which students would
work to publish the paper entirely on-line. Other
plans focused on gutting the student salary budget
and compensating students with an end-of-theyear performance-based "scholarship." And for
sometime now, the paper has been barred from raising money to support itself.
Though technological advancement for the paper

is imperative and having an on-line edition of The
Community News would be beneficial, publishing
the paper entirely on-line would go against · the
paper's mission. Since 1982 The Community News
has reported on issues relevant to the under-served
and underrepresented communities in Washington,
D.C. Given the large digital divide that exists in
today ·s socie ty, many of the paper's readers would
not be able to log o n and read about their community.
What's more. any changes in the way students get
paid could seriously hamper recruiting efforts at the
paper. Many students rely solely upon the b i-weekly paychecks they receive from participating in
extra c urricular activities to survive.
School officials recently distanced themselves
from plans that would nix or drastically change The
Community News- for next year at least. However school officials have fallen short of indefinitely
insuring financial support of the paper.
Now, the School of Communications needs to
make a firm commitment to the paper in the form
of monetary and faculty support.
C'mon Dean Dates, put down The IJltop and
open your eyes to the things that really matter.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am not writing this lener to condemn our paper for the prejudiced and unnecessary reference 10 gay. lesbian. bisexual and rransgendered youth as "queer." Nor am! asking for a boycon on the behalf of all the "queers"
in the world. All I want. simply,
is to bring light 10 the pain that
that "term" mu,t have brought
10 the gay population not only
in this country. but on this very
campus. Although I am not a
homosexual, when I read Jason
THE HlLCTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspa~r.
T. Smith's article. ''Thousands
encourages_you to share_y_our opmions on articles published 111 the
of DC Youth Show Pride at
newspa~r. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed direct•
Annual Festival," (April 21,
ly to (he Editorial Editor in response lo published articles. The HJLLTOP Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and
2000) my heart skipped a beat.
literary style. All letters must be typed, signed and inclucfc a comI could not believe that a uniplete
address and telephone number.
versity paper that has been
known for fighting against disThe opjnions exP.resscd on the Editorial Page arc the views of the
crimination for its entire exisTHE HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the
tence could publish something
opinion of Howard Universit)\ its Administr.nion, individual Hillas imprudent and straight-up
top Policy Board members. or the student body. The opinions
expressed on the PerspefLi~1iagc are those of the writers and do
wrong as references to the gay
nol represent the view of the Eoitorial Board.
population as queer.
I respect The Hilltop because
Please Address Letters to:
it represents me and serves to
inform me of what affects me.
The Editorial Editor
Because of such facts, I feel it
THEH1LLTOP
my duty to express my dismay
2251 Sherman Aven~£hNW
Washington , D.C. 2uwl
with such politically incorrect
or via email at
terminology.
thchilltop@ hotmail.com
As Black people we must
stand up for our beliefs and stay
true to our values in an effort
to accompl ish our goa ls.
Because of this. we shou Id
never portray an image seemJASON T- SMJTH
ing to advocate prejudice.
Editor-i11-Cltief
--Raqiyya/r PippiTIS
..1
l RA PORTER
Editor's Reply:
M<111agi11g Editor

How To Write Us

THE IIILLTOP

Iii, 111ulersta11d that the use of
the word "queer" may make
some people squeamish. However. in ma11y circle,t of gay,
bisex11al, lesbia11 and tra11sge11der (GBLT) youth, t/re word has
evolved inw one of empower•
melt/. In fact, we quoted one
you11g persofl ill the story w/ro
self-identifies as queer. \\i, i11 110
way i11tended to 1111dermi11e the
movement Jar GBLT rights by
using that refere11ce. \\i, tha11k
you for your letter a11d we
remain commitred to being a

fonm, for everyone in our com•

Kelli D. Esters
Dttml)· Mm1a11i11g Editor
Cllltb71.,...0 R \\l,l)fl \\I
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sa ute itsYEAR 2111 graduates
Lar,1sc1 r-11tnl"1m"'', 8 ..._, En91i:;h" '"oli ti o;,I .:•'•~r:-o,;,
M.s "L,;,k~ /,bttr., B ...i_ , .lo-Jnahsrn
...ngd .. 'M:,Wl ~-..h'' ti1cMtll ,n, B ,.. • Hi nc•ri•
t.l•t-.;-, 'f.l '" 1,,1::,;,f" 1,1-:.- .. z, 8 ~ P,:,11!1,;..:.I SG1er,c,;,
Johr, 'oaadiq A.dis.:s" Murillo, fl A, Ft-llosc,ph!'
l:a1Jr;, "Na, ro;;' T.:iylor, E' 8 t.., Finacoe
1:'hr ~ '.Al•Jm l,h;bbalen,• {v'inl,~ld, e . "'·• Pr rl J,:,,..,rnalism

c..1...c.,

' Omo•Hlil'-" ,-,_Stil-y, 6 s Md!h
•z~rir,.-" 8-:,wd.,r , BFA, tAJg1e E:,:lur,r.t1Gr,
lt,J,(l!lnr·,~ Aziz6 "Jeha lie" C-ain,.s, fl .A , !;pt'+..oh Cornmurne=9ttl)t,s
L.i0:.>1s 'S;,f y;,·• H,rkm~ , El A., P•.Jbhc p.-,17.1,)n»

t.,~"•

M111i-1-e
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';;t1..1'..J1es

Bla,r~ ''lf1DW'i! blhrtia~I· ~""'~ 6 A, 1-drlcan ;,IIJdlteS

itsnew members
,,11~-alle •nysr, u ·, ,fib;," Hor gar,, Mcr.t.;gc, ~y, 1;;,r.·,;;,1.:.a
Dionne "A.nddil/e l,1udh ,a" f1ob~rts, c.-s . ::;r;nah; GA
Lei gn 'r11;b1a Elon" Spear£•, r·lev• Ofle..,r•;, l.A
Y ->h,b:; 'AdilOh1 l j1o;ll<:n" $i:slb•lrt•i, ,1.w Crl_ . r, _, U•

Alty., t.1'01µ11 ft J•Jt.' Elre-rit-hirk, Por,tt:ao, M.1er,tgr.rr
Ab~." "/\lift M Y-l'r.:" 8rc,wro, V\fashin¢or,, OC
O~llil "[l·,1111" Bro•Nn ,:i-11,),1()1), IL
8r 1Ui~on 11 J.,i:ed:.l J11t :iru" Goriett, ct,,; g,:,, L
Jtnt:fte, · ..erWii" L e ;ltl rtti, !.::I'\.
r.or•y ''Cl-.~ ..,;.1" L~r,ct-,, St ~.~rr.as, IJ ., Y1rglr, lslt.r,dJ
ti -tr,11,. "Ari t-nlh lleferet'' Mitch-'11, 1,,r,don England

l 1&v1d "A~1r,y~,e 811• sn SyrmS1o:r, II,::# t'Orlc'J l lhon,~: 'lirgm h l ;,,r,,j.
~4r.ei:::a "Ayol;, A.dach1' Th;;r.-,.iz , Bile.~·, , M1-.::1:~1pp1 ·
jjff ,r,y ''H,..mb!!t !ljer II V'lll:son, Mid!l3rt5, Tei,'3s

and CII , tes 27 vea , a II i 11101 and
BlACI CONSCIOUSNESS
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Joh-"n Al
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Darryl

1
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I

J.t
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} fi"tll

K
Euget
lJJewis (Flit) f
C<1therinc l:lell
Michael
I
01 (;<11y la

D HJI

Boy

1r

rl,1 n1isiru1
arHI i n1<1nce
1111ent

, IJentic;t')
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H1 1 f11q
Rotlnoy Ch rllr. Bur.Ir
Oan,lta Coats, r yyrolc Ndlurdl Hi!lf Showcase I ounde1
f<T u1 th Hin

Soylnl CrA I w Social Work
Hon aid C t1 1,y. 811 ,n
Ot1wn Oi111dy l' hyslcl,u1Assist,,nt
Ot11J1oll Oavls, Architur.tuu•
Jun Oeciraff, l:th1ccttlon & I lint
frro <jory f lan"qan. l tlucatlnt\
f u11i f-lort?II Ct!, law
fyruue !hut, Spo,ts
Mi r.haal ltolll1111sworth, nusinPss
Jo..inno Mariu Huuvor, Munh:ir11:1I I i11ar1ce
1 hakl lsrn2tnl, l aw
M~ntttti ,J1•11 in I 11w

Jeu ins. Arch ,tct ture & '\fi sual Arl
Belin(fa John n. Law
ullivl!n .lohns()n M na9cn1e 11C

oxdrider (Ajax} Jones, Fhot<1t3raphy
T
/I.sat te Lit htfonf At hnr & P .t
'JP.r f T 11!J. l dW
, t1 Middl• 1
Volunt erl~n
F 11 n, Rusin )C Ownn

o , f r1

,er. Real l:st tc

Dr..Jose h rt11 rray Oent,r.tf}'
Metros Hal hau, Ar:~ounfing
<1rol Pa, ki'}s-r r'.J Art .and f d 1 <ttio
~fc1ronc Pl lll.i'lt ~i 11 ry
ont 1-Uctu rds, Ardhttet;turo
M IIJ ul dOI teeple, Finance & Art
Donnld M, rcn11,1a, L 'J l'Jbi<~uity Founder)

__....J.1an1 ( en,ple. Co11 ection Man a9en1enl
•
Rober1 Vance, Lav,
Shiela Vitnce, Law
VahHie Vance , Law
Sh"ron Vau!4hn, l.21w
Pa1nel 4 W,Hc -f\1ust?s, Nursing
flyron W,1uHhh11sh, Law
llonor.thle .lo~oph Wohsta,. law J1 11d Re ligion
I iflany Jones-Williarns. Social Wo1k & Psycho l o(JY
Dolli W illla1ns. Brnadr.ast JnunH1lis1n
·

Wa lt1~r Woods. Ousinc~~
J\ND MJ\NV MOllEI

Ubiquity, founded In 1973 al Howard University, Is Howard University's oldest oo•ed Afrooentrlo soolal fellowship .
Dadioilled to oommunity i.ervice and t he .idvanoement of people ex Alric.in desoent,
UBIQUITY means, "Being in all pl aces, .tall ti mes, for all ti me.•

Slnoe 1973, Alumni Ublquitarlans have blessed How-ard lk\lversity
and the nation with their talent and co mmit ment to servl oe and achievement.

We are past HUSA presidents, UGSA 11nd student government le11ders, HIiit op editors and writers, and academe achievers.
Alumni are now educators, artists, fil mmakers, lawyers , Judges, preachers, Ima ms, milit ary veterans, doctOJs ,
engineers, archit ect», Ph.ds, social workers, aooountant», businei.s. owner», and MOREi
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A Tribute To
My Mothers
V
By Finie Hunter
Hilltop Staff Writer

ivid memories of family life before you left us are all that I have left to hold on to. Going to the York Fair every year and playing the "chick-

en game" every Sunday after church. You made the best cakes in the world, and when you packed my lunch, everyone wanted a piece. You
always fussed at me for losing my hair barrettes and my scarves. You know you could do some hair and drive that Metro bus. You had a spir-

it filled with giving and love. I remember when our neighbor died, and we went around the neighborhood to collect donations for his family. I also remember how you used to give me.spankings and then tell me you did it because you loved;me.
Now I understand. Although I laugh instead of cry when I think of these memories, I can barely remember the sound of your voice... that same voice
/

that called me your pumpkin. How I miss you so...more than the world will ever know. I know that you are looking down from above and s1niling at my
accomplishments. I have graduated from high school and now I am livin~r dream of attending Howard University. I am on my way to becoming a
doctor, like I told you I would! How I wish you were here with me to help me along the way...But I know you left me in good hands.
Thank you to my aunts for stepping up in the place of your baby sister. Even though I know you can never take the place of my mother, I want you all
to know that you have done a good job of being there for me. You all have embraced me with an agape love that gives me the confidence and strength
to face the world and my enemies with that same unconditional love.
No matter what the occasion-graduation, scholarship banquets, or concerts-my aunts have given me an abundance of support. Auntie Marie, words
cannot express the love that I have for you and Gwen. Your home has become my home. Having you in my life allows me to celebrate Mother's Day and
show the special women in my life what a difference they have made. I love you all. To all my mothers-Mom, Auntie Marie, Auntie Sister, and Auntie Lenie-Happy Mother's Day!
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENT-ATHLETES
1999-2000 ALL ACADEMIC HONOREES

Si

I

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
REGULAR SEASON MEAC CHAMPIONS
BISON SPECIAL AWARDS

Recognizing all student-athletes with 1999 Fall grades of 3.0 and above
BOLD = Student-athletes with a CUMULATIVE G.P.A. of 3.0 and above
.. = ACADEMIC HONORS TWO OR MORE YEARS
4=4.00GPA
SPORT
BASEBALL

STUDENT-ATHLETE

MAJOR

REGINALD ADAMS
BYRON ESPINALES
DWIGHT FORTUNE ••
JUSTIN HARDEN ••
MICHAEL HUGHES
RICHARD SPENCER ••

FINANCE
COBIS
ACCOUNTING
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MARKETING
COMPUTER SCIENCE

MEN'S BASKETBALL

ANTONIO MICHELL

MARKETING

WOMEN'S BASKE"fBALL

REGAN CARTER ••

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

WOMEN'S BOWLING

FOOTBALL

LACROSSE

MEN'S SOCCER

.,

WOMEN'S SOCCER

NATASHA ANOKA••
TIFFANY BARTHWELL
TONI HURT
SHANI MOORE ••

MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FINANCE

ARHEINDAL ASSAD
CHRISTOPHER BOSTON ..
DONALD CLARK ••
NORVEL GOFF, Jr.
BRANDON GRAHAM ••
MICHAEL GUERIN ••
AYODELE HARRISON••
LEONARD STEPHENS ••
ELIJAH THURMON ..
RODRICO WALKER

ENGINEERING
MARKETING
ACCOUNTING
PRE-LAW/POL. SCIENCE
BROADCAST JOURNALISM
INFO SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
MARKETING
RADIOfTVIFILM
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

BURNICE CAIN
CHARI CHESTER ••
DANIELLA HENRIQUE ••
MARGUERITE LANAUX
BRANDI LAWRENCE ••
MARGARET LESTER ••
CASEY E. McDANIEL••
LAUREN PRUITT ••
HOPE RHODES ••

LEGAL COMMUNICATION
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING
.
LEGAL COMMUNICATION
ADVERTISING
BIOLOGY
RADIOfTV/FILM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
BIOLOGY

BYRON AYERS
SENNAICHAM
EDWIN CHAPMAN, JR. ••
CARLINGTON CLARKE ••
ROBERT GOODLETT••
KEVIN HELTON ••
JACK JOHNSON, JR. ••
K.AMIL QUANDER ..
JHALDIR WILSON ••

POLITICAL SCIENCE
FINANCE
FINANCE
MANAGEMENT
CHEMISTRY
FINANCE
FINANCE
PHYSICAL THERAPY
MANAGEMENT

OUTSTANDING FEMALE ATHLETE

LAUREN PRUITT
• LACROSSE and WOMEN'S SOCCER
HU ALL-ACADEMIC HONORS
- ·
DUAL SPORT HONORS

OUTSTANDING MALE ATHLETE

ELIJAH THURMAN
-FOOTBALL
GTE ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN
(2NDTEAM)
AP 1-AA ALL-AMERICAN
AFA ALL-AMERICAN
ALL-MEAC (1ST TEAM)

r '/

TEAM ACADEMIC AWARDS

f I t;

Highest Team Cumulative Average

TO I

MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING
Team of 20 or more

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Team of 20 or more

.~,
;:,
~

,
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Team of 19 or re-r

WRESTLING
Team of 19 or fewer

BISON COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
For team support of Woman to Woman Conference, Circle K Haunted House for
Kids & Powderpuff Football Game and DC Special Olympics; and
<,
For Individual support of Habitat for Humanity, AIDS Walk, Walk for Hunger, ""
Hurricane Floyd Relief, Circle K Awareness Conference, Big Brothers/Big Sisters; ·
Youtti Summit. Raise the Roof, Hospice, Georgia Ave. Clean-Up Day, AFRICARE~ -:;·
Stop Hunger Fast. Martha's Table, Mentoring at Clarke Elementary, HU Hospital ~
Christmas Party, Food Bank, Alpha Kappa Alpha community service, Slster2Slster ,
Conference, New Student Orientation, International Students Week.

BISON TEAM SPIRIT AWARD
MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS FOR 1999-2000
BASEBALL-JAMES
MEN'S BASKETBALL - REGGIE MORRIS
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - REGAN CARTER
WOMEN'S BOWLING - LILLIBETH JONES
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - HOPE RHODES

RENEE BIRMINGHAM ••
DANIELLA HENRIQUE ••
TALITA KEILLER ••
AMY OLSON••
LAUREN PRUITT ••

PHARMACY
ACCOUNTING
PSYCHOLOGY
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

"'

FOOTBALL - ELIJAH THURMON - OFFENSE
OMAR EVANS - DEFENSE
CHARLES CARD • SPECIAL TEAMS

TUJC::ATDC: ADTO

NICHOLAS ASKEW
DARCY CRUTE
JAMES GREER ••
NOEL GUNNING ..
DOUGLAS HARRIS ••
SALIM KING••

RYAN WILSON••

PSYCHOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS
PHYSICS
AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES
INFO SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
HUMAN COMMUNICATION
PSYCHOLOGY
BUSINESS
BIOLOGY

JENNIFER CARROLL
GISELLE DeFREITAS ••
TONI DWARKA ••
NICOLA FENTY •• 4
TAKEIA LOCKE••
NGOZIMONU**
EDITH RICKE I I .. 4
JANIQUE RICKE I IS ••
CASILDA TROTTER

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PHYSICAL THERAPY
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNALISM

NICOLAS ASKEW
JASON JACKSON
KHALID SALAH-EDDINE

PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

DALE MASON•"'

SELLANO SIMMONS "'•

WILLIE STEWART, JR...
JAHI THOMPSON ••
WOMEN"S SWIMMING

MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S TRACK & FIELD

WOMEN"S TRACK & FIELD

VOLLEYBALL

WRESTLING

STUDENT TRAINERS

I
I

ERIN ADAMS••
LAMIAALAMI
GIA LANDRY •• 4
ANNTOINE I IE LEE ••
EKATERINA OKPALA ••
TIFFANY SPEAS ••
KRISTINZA WOODARD

RADIO/TV/FILM
COMPUTER SCIENCE
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
FINANCE
PHYSICAL THERAPY
BIOLOGY

RODNEY HARRELL
OPIO HUNIER
SETH LANGLEY
RONALD LANGRIN
NGATA NGANGA ••
DEREK RODGERS ..
JAMES STEPHENS
MICHAEL ZIPF ••

POLITICAL SCIENCE
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
COMPUTER SCIENCE
MARKETING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING

DANA CRAWFORD
JAMILA JORDEN ••
CYNAEPUNCH
TANIA RHONE ..
TANYA RIGBY ..
ADRIENNE TRICE ..

PSYCHOLOGY
PRE..PHARMARCY
SPANISH
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ENGINEERING
JOURNALISM

KHALILAH BIRDSONG ••
CHRISTALYN CARRAWAY••
DENISE CORBE I I ..
NASHUNDA HARPER ••
TINISHA MOTT ••
JESSAMYNE RICE ..

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
PSYCHOLOGY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
COBIS
PSYCHOLOGY
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEREK BUTTS
ADRIAN THOMPSON
EPHRAIM WALKER ..
MILTON YATES••

COBIS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

JUWANA CAMPBELL ••
MIHISHA EVANS-HENDERSON**
KALA FLAGG**
CLOVER McFADDEN
ROBIN M. MIMS
TRUDY MOORE
NICOLE PINNOCK ••
LATRESIA SHERRELL
RONNI J. SHOLES
APRIL STEVENSON

CONGRATULATIONS TO COACHES OF THE YEAR
WRESTLING
DR. PAUL COTTON - NCAA EAST REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

SWIMMING & DIVING
MR. RORY LEWIS - WOMEN'S COACH OF 1:HE YEAR, NORTHEAST CONFERENCE
DMSION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

MEN'S SOCCER - LYNDON NIGEL BURGESS - DEFENSE
SENNAICHAM-OFFENSE

WOMEN'S SOCCER - ROSA KLINE • DEFENSE
AMY OLSON-OFFENSE
MEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING - NICHOLAS ASKEW
WILLIE STEWART
WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING - MIRIAM LYNCH
CASILDA TROTTER

MEN'S TENNIS - NICHOLAS ASKEW
WOMEN'S TENNIS - ERIN ADAMS
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TRACK - DREW ANDERSON

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TRACK - ADRIENNE TRICE

'

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK & FIELD - MICHAEL ZIPF

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK & FIELD -TILITA LUTTERLOH

WOMEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK - JAMILA JORDAN

,m

"'

•

MEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK - MICHAEL ZIPF
VOLLEYBALL - ERIN HUGHES

SELECTED INDIVIDUAL HONORS
BOWLING

LILLIBETH JONES

ALL-CONFERENCE

FOOTBALL

MPUMI MASIMINI
VONTRAE LONG
ELIJAH THURMON

MEAC OFF. LINEMAN OF THE YEAR
MEAC ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
MEAC FIRST TEAM OFFENSE

ERINN GARNER
ROSA KLINE
AMY OLSON

ALL CONFERENCE TEAM
& ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
ALL CONFERENCE TEAM
ALL CONFERENCE TEAM

ERIN HUGHES

ALL-MEAC TEAM

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

SWIMMING&
DMNG

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

1

ALL SOUTHERN STATES ACADEMIC TEAM:
GISELLE DEFREITAS, NICOLA FENTY, NGOZJ MONU, EDITJ1 ,
RICKETT, JANIQUE RICKETTS, CASILDA TROTTER, DARCY
CRUTE, JAMES GREER, DALE MASON, WILLIE STEWART, '!~
JR., RYAN WILSON
.0·11 •
JONATHAN STOKES

'

.
lu-J

MEAC ALL-ROOKIE TEAM

)llli

WRESTLING

EPHRAIM WALKER

BASEBALL

EUNIQUE JOHNSON
JAMES PERRY

165 lb. CHAMPION - NCAA QUALIFIER •9I
ALL-MEAC FIRST TEAM
ALL-MEAC FIRST TEAM

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL GRADUATING SENIORS, TO ALL THOSE ENTERING
GRADUATE SCHOOL AND THE WORK FORCE
AND
TO THE SOCCER AND FOOTBALL PLAYERS GOING
TO THE PROFESSIONAL LEAGUES:

'"
l ' ) ...

MEN'S SOCCER

CARLINGTON CLARKE

HERSHEY WILDCATS

FOOTBALL

OMAR EVANS
GARY GRANT
DOUG MILLER
LEONARD STEPHENS
ELIJAH THURMON

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
ATLANTA FALCONS
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES

f
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Engage
Lyfehaiku joint

She

.I'

Procreating minds,
Knowledge be seeds of reason.
Conceive righteous fruit.

Say baby can 1 be your slave/
I got to admit girl you're the shit girl/
And I'm diggin you like a grave/
Now do they call you daughter to the spinning post/

-Maisha~ladylyfe~Perkins

Or maybe queen of ten thousand moons/
Sister to the distant yet rising star/
Is your name Yemoya?/
Oh hell no, its got to be Oshun.
(Poem by Reginald Gibson from Love Jones: The Music)
I stared unadulterated, enraptured, entranced ... like a zombie at tllis beauty emanating from some deep place

She Made It Rain

within the voluptuous figure. Her curvy size 18 was draped in a pale yellow silver buttons -

,

She sits alone on a rock,
an ugly rock on an endless
plot of barren land.
As she sits, she thinks and wishes
that she could see beyond this
worthless sand.

stars -

sun -

suit trimmed in dusty-

which hugged every crevice on her body's ample breasts, thick thighs, and a big

bootie like my own. Her hair, almost but not completely bald, glistened honey-kissed, shining like a testament
to a women who understood her sorcery. the power beneath her goddess eyes to conjure and evoke inarticulate
sensations.
Awed, I starred into her awesome light. This statuesque beauty, in full regalia, was standing before me in the
Burrito Brother's line in the food court at International Square.

Still, she sits, thinking and
the hours turn into days.
her throat dries and ber skin
burns under the sun's rays.
Still, she sits, and falls into
a hopeless, bitter, idle state.
She looks at the rock and
the fruitless land and cries,
"Is this place to be my fate?"
She is dirty and starving and so
she decides that she will die.
Then she falls onto the field, and
while on her back, gazes at the sky.

My mother's teachings -

l'Jt's not nice to stare"- were disabled. Suddenly, interrupted by a plump little

Latina, impatiently repeating, "Can I take your order?,'' I snapped out of it and stuttering replied, "Uh, uh, I'll
have one of those black bean things."
I was pissed, Mamasita had disrupted my most perfect moment. It was like an early morning dream interrupted by the obnoxious blare of an alarm clock only to wake disoriented and disappointed to the realization that
life is not the stuff that dreams are made of. As I regained consciousness - sight, sound and smell rights and wrongs of the world, the do's and don'ts. my sense and sensibility came back to me.
I was a woman starring at another women and not with a "Girl, no she didn't,'' look. I wasn't looking her up
and down, picking apart her person and comparing hers to my own. I was enraptured. entranced and seduced
by this femme fatale, Oshun incarnate, oozing her sensuality, unabashed femininity. No, this look bequeathed
admiration and it said "Damn sis, you are doing your thing."

As she stared at the clouds and
watched birds flying,
Thoughts ran through her mind.
she saw that she had never looked up
and that so much looking down had
made her blind.
"How am I to die, if I have
never Jived," she questioned,
and just at that moment an
eagle plunged down and
this was its lesson:
You may be lonely, but you are
far from alone.
Get up from the rock, live and
make the world your own.
With this guidance, she stood up and
looked at the rock and touched the land
to feel that it was dry.
So again she looked up, asked for rain,
and soon it poured from the sky.
It rained for days, nights, days and nights
Until the land around her began to grow.
And as the rain surged harder,
the wind began to blow.
The rain continued to fall and
She feared that the land would flood,
so she drove the water into the holes
in the earth that the wind had
gently dug.
When the downpour finally ended,
she sat on her rock to look around.
there were now trees, lakes, life
where there had once been
dry ground.
She smiled and was more than satisfied;
She was happy because to all her questions
This was the answer.
She had seen all that hope could create and knew
The world belonged to her.
The moral is:
When life gives us
ugly rocks and dry fields,
we can either perish or make it rain.

Ginger Skinner

the

Thkema Robinson

What A Howard Man Is
A 'lr11e Howard Mo11 tloes11) wait fort/tings

From STEWART. A/0
lte ca11).
A 'lrue Howard Ma11 /ra.t leamed that 111is•
takes are made 011 1/te regular by ltimself a11d
01/ters.
A 'Irue Howard Ma11 has seen a friend dis•
appear year after year a11d wo11tlers if he will
be the 11ex1 brother.
A 'Jrue Howard Mo11 has taken 11p a cause
that he feels is just.
A 'Jrue Howard Ma11 be/ie,•es that a111bitio11
and desire to succeed i11 life are a 11111st.
A 'lrue Ho,.-ard Man wa111s to make a differ·
ence i11 the world.

10 happen to him or 1111f11rl.
A 'lrue Howard Ma11 seeks 1/te tnlllr.
A 'lr11e Howard Ma11 gets to the root.
A 'lr11e Howard /11011 shows 110 fear and
never cowers.
I'm a Tnie Howard Mo11. \Vhy? 'Cause I wem
to Howard!

Makes you want 10 cry, huh? I know it was
preuy sappy. But if you don't love Howard nO\\\
it'll hit you soon. Since this is my final time to
be immortalized in the annals of Howard's
hislory, I would like to dedicate this to Dr.
Richard M. Duffield. for without his guidance

I would have never become n Howard Man. I
want to wish my partner in crime Kimoth)
Brown the be,t ofluck at ESPN or NFL Films
(Go for the money, bro). To my physics Jadie,
(Mary. Chrissy. Alexis. and Angelique). don't
forget me. Finall)\ I hope tha1 1hc new Editor•
in-Chief. fason Smith. keeps The Hilltop in the
forefront in the world of jourllllh,m.
Kevi11 ll Stewart is a sm ior biolOI(~'11u11ormui
tire fon11er sports editor for 77,e Hillt<>{'- He ,·,111
be reached by email at kstewa,177@!ho1111ai1.com.

To Write
for
Engage,
Call Ginger
at 806-6866
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

..

Third National Conference on African American Women and the Law:
"Forging Challenges -Forging Change"

I

I

What:

The Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law in
cooperation with Howard University School of Law is pleased to
announce the THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
AFRICAN AMERICAN WO:MEN AND THE LAW: Facing
Challenges -Forging Change." This dynamic conference will
convene a diverse group of women and men to address a host of
issues pertaining to African American women, and the
ramifications of the U.S. legal system on our ability to improve
and advance our status.

When:

Thursday, May 18 - Saturday, 1·fay 20, 2000

Where:

Speakers
include:

Howard University School of Law, 2900 Van Ness Street,
N.W., Washington D.C.

•
•
•

•

STACEY ABRAMS a rising star attorney and
youth leader.
KIMBERLE CRENSHAW a noted professor and
author of major law review articles on
intersectionality.
JULIANNE MALVEAUX a renowned journalist
and economist.
GAY MCDOUGALL the MacArthur Fellow and
Executive Director of the International Human
Rights Law Group.

To Register, Contact: The Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law at
(202) 662-8600 Web site: www.lawyerscommittee.org
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ADVERTJSMENT
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MCI WORLDCOM

•

1ves
Tl1e Electronic Jour11al

l\1SRC - Howar·d University

www .huarchivesnet.howard.edu
email: huarchivesnet@howard.edu

HUArchivesNet is published quarterly by
the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
at Howard University, Washington, DC
20059. The electronic journal serves to
link Howard University and MCI
WorldCom in an informative partnership
which creates new ways to access one of the
finest repositories of African and African
American resources through the
communications technology of MCI
WorldCom's global networks.

ABOUT THE JOURNAL
".... Moorland-Spingarn can now be shared around the globe, bringing history and hope via the Internet to all
who access this cutting-edge electronic journal, ll l .Arcl,i,,,,.,.\ 'er .... "
H. Patrick Swygert, President, Ho,vard University.
'' .... The presentation of these resources affinns the often unheralded and little kno,vn contributions of African
Americans to our nation. Drawing from this wellspring of materials, /1 l ' 1rcl,i,·,,,.\'et will provide not only
materials for the recovery of the past, but also give a ne\v perspective for the future .... "
Antoine M. Garibaldi, Ph.D., Provost and Chief Academic Officer. Ho\vard University
".... JI l 'Archh•es.\'et is presented as an antidote to the deficiencies of our collccti\'e kno\l1ledge base of the

Black presence in the world. Weaving historical tapestries, social patterns and cultural products around the
globe, tracks of race and culture criss-cross each other in myriad ways. Howard University is a world-class
repository of materi'als documenting the Black experience. H l 'A,-clth·e.\.\"et places this repository at your
fingertips ...."
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ATTENTION STUDENTS! END OF SCHOOl SPECIAlS!

MAILBOXESE

®
I

.,.,

NATIONAL SELF SERVICE
STORAGE CO.
636-8282

301 N Su«t, N.E.

(3rd S.. & Florida Mc., N.E.)

(R.l. A,-c. Mcuo)
L _ _ __ _ _ _ J

L.

---->

ui ~ ---1

Ph: (202) 371-0065 • Fax: (202) 371-0416

w

CRESTAR
BANK

_____

Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-7:00pm • Sat 10am-Spm

FIRE DEPT.

CAPITAL SELF STORAGE
543-1400

600 Rhode Island Ave., N.E.

'' ''

1220 LStreet NW (at13th Street) .,._
_ ____.v :
L STREET ---->

SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS

~

(/)

*NO DEPOSIT•

MBE

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE.~
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS
24 HOUR SECURJTY
MOVING AND PACKmG
SUl'PLIES
LOCKS AVAILAlll.E
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

.r::.

_, r'i
,...

K STREET <····
····>
McPHERSON
SQUARE

N

w--¢--r
s

RYDER TRUCK RENTALS

FREE
PICKUP
all
shipping needs.
For

■• MAlLBOX:tSrn::

your

Call to schedule your pickup time.
Ph: (202) 371-0065

8!B

iiffi:l

V,

Authoriied
~
Shipping
federal Express
Ov11et
Avt~triztd S~ipCuttr«!

r-------------------------1

1501/0 OFF

PACKING SERVICE I
Computer · Boombox I
I SHIPPING SUPPLIES/ / BB I j"fs'.~ Monilor jt~ $1911 I
I BOXES & TAP~/ ~ I
$24ll
lii .'..
I
I ~ ?
//
. I e. CPU [7 13" TV I
I
I

:~✓

/ /I
/ I

5% OFFl ~

$2411

~
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OUR PACKING & SHIPPING PROFESSIONALS
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Join. The l\l.loveI1.1en.t
To Build Better Schools and Communities
AmeriC:orps * V I S T A

S e rvice-Learn in

Fa.cilita.t~rs

Pl:1n p, O JOC-t-s m e rging c ornmuntt:y '."'i crvtc(..' 4, nd ~,endem i c h..• ..."'l• nu,E
T t"3in youth ln l o ad o r s hip :-and comm unicy orga n iz u ,,e:

C r c at:o y o uth/ ;i.dult p:"l.r--t:n o r s hip,s f o r soci a.l change
Lo"d s t:udcnt:s in c::ommunlcy s.crvt co

$2411 :

I / Ground UPS SHIPPING I l1ddt1 bom, hbble•rap, punts, lap, &patki•t urYice. I
I// Shipments
I Prim nlid nly lo, it,111 skipped ,t tbis lmtin. I
·~~~-~
·~~~8~ ~
I ,
Nol val,d with oth81 otters I
Not valid v.,1h other offers. I
COUPON REQUIRED
COUPON REQUIRED
I
MAILl!OXESFTC' Th,s offer is vald only al tile I
MAILl!OXESFTC' This otter ,s vald only al the I

i

( Mmttlld~
;

10% Discount on any storage room with
payment in advance for entire Summer

A s an AmorlCorps* VISTA, y ou·11 rccc1vo

*
.,,,,..

*
*

*

Q u , 1IU i c i'ttJ O n ti;

A living a llo w a n ce
Hea lthcare

An edu catJ o n a ward o f $4,725 or
$1 .200 in cash a ssi s t ance ot the
ond of servic e
S tude nt loan forbea r a n ce or
deferment
Tra1n,ng b e f o r e and d u ring

Co ll ene- d c n n .~c... £./01 r c...• l ,c."'lle d wn1 k c.•x p c."ri P n c<".
Cn 1r ununit.y S <-"tV l c:o exr, 0 11 ~ 1"tC"<". r,r <~f<'rably In
•" '."lrh oo l o , y o ut.h o r n£t nl?o tto , ,.
AbH lty t o w o rk with cl1vc , s c o..1clult. c.Hlc.J y o .._J f I I pc.tput~-st 1ono...;.
Exccll e r,t o , nl c"lnrl
It t e n cn ,...,.'\ 1"'l'"'llun h .-: .. 1t i on ~ klll "'l .
~~P. IIC"r"lt r,l ..~nning ~ nd n , fldr'll ~ ."11Uo n s kill l":\.

w,

Send covor iott:or and rosumo ~o )on~thnn S t:: l t;:h
Phono: (202) 33 I -0592 F.-..x (202) 331 - 0594
Ema.i f: Jst:lt:h@Communit:y-lmpac-t:. not:

, v u ..r , v. r- 11 .,--. '"<".> v / r1,11er1cc >r :,.,·/j c.>i,1 i,1g-/vis 1u/vi .-.,·tc1

cl <.· / 11 ,,,/

EIITINl'S NOTE

Oion.L Fis!K'r
Hil1topsporutc1uorsrandoo

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 2000

BISONROUNDUP
ABRIEflOOKAiTl£TOPSl'ORTSNEWS&EVENTSATHOWAADN-01l£WCRLO

NBA PLAYOFF SCORES
Yicar,e:Kl,v Maw 11 2QOQ
9Z S•xm
IHDII ts 2-0 P:Po)
s,,01 96 Ukn 97 {wie, ii 2·0 lolsent)

eaom

n

STANLEY CUP PLAYOFF SCORES
~ y Me 11 2000
fbiladetPbll Elvera 2 P11t\bMr9h POORYi03 1

T9!P"M'••a•1n L.D..liltrderHYPtrl,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MOST VALUABLE SHAQ:
Shnquille O'Neal was dominant
agaio. 1his time at the ballot 1><1'.
Shaquille o· Nears tir..1 MVP award
wa, a ,lam dunk. There was no doubt
the powerful Los Angele, Laker;
center would win his tir..1 NBA Moq
Valuable Pla)er award for hi, terrific work this season. with the only
que,1ion being whether he \\Ould be
the tirst-cver unanimous selection.
He missed. by one ,otc.
·11,c tirsl thing I did wa, call my
mother and father:· 0-Ncal said
Tuc~day at the Los Angeles Lakers·
practice facilit) in ,uburban El a._::=~....:..
Segundo. where he was presented
AP
the ~faurice Podoloff Trophy a, the Shaquillt 0-1\eal
NB.o;s 45th MVP. ..My father ,tarted
crying:· o·Neal. a 7-fool- l. 315pounder who led the league in scoring and field goal percentage.
received 120 of 121 voles from a panel of ,pom writers and broad•
ca.,tcrs. with the remaining \\lie going 10 Phtladclphin 's Allen Iver•
son. Aho. the NB.o;s Rookie of the Year Award will be shared thi,
year by Steve Frnnci, of the Hou,100 Rocket;, and Elton Brand
of the Chicago Buth.

HBCU'S MEET WNBA: Four 81:ick College product, arc
1i,1cd on the pre •\Ca.$00 ro,ter; of
four WNBA team,. HO\,ard Univer'11) ·, Karen Wilkin< and Deniquc
Gm<c, are joined by Florida A&M's
Shantell Jnck\On and We~t Virginia
State's Tomeka P,111crson.
Wilkin,. a 1991 gn1dua1e. will tryout
w11h the expansion Indiana Fever.
Grave,. who wa, the tirst and only
HBCU pla)erdralled into the league
in 1997. is listed on the prc-,c:ison
rosier of the Washington M),Ucs.
Jackson will try out for the Miami Sol
AP while Pnnerson gets u pre-season
Oenique Gm-es opportunity with the Seanlc Storm.
The WNBA pre-,eason begins on
May 13. The regular season lips off on May 29.

Welcome to a new era in Howard
University sports cove rage . My
staff and I promise to bring you
the real deal in Howa rd athletics,
both on and off campus. This is
our world now. Bison Community,
consider yourselves ... warned .

M. 81cke....iarr

TliE HILLTOP

FRANK'S PLACE
Howard Selects
Fornier Tennessee State
Coach Frankie
Allen to Head
Basketball Program

· DID YOU KNOW THAT THE

i .

HOWARD PLAYER IS 12 BY

GRADY LIVINGSTON VS. UMES
IN 1993

Uh-oh II I don't think our illu,1riou, editorin-chicf kne-.1 what he""' d,,in&
he ~a\'e
rne th" JOb. I cannot believe I have my own
,port, column! Fi nail); a chaocc for me to
,peak 10 the mas,c, my true. unnclultera1ed
mind on a weeUy t,;,"'· In the immortal \\ordS
or Bill Duke. chairman of the Rad111ffV/Film
tkpartmcnt. ··)ou k!lm' )OU done [mc,\Cd) up.
right?" Lei me brc.,k it down:
Sec. I am a tree ,p1ri1 m thi, \'Cry different.
ye1 real world known '" Howard Unl\·cmty.
Where others imiwte. I inno\'ale. whether you
like ii or not (I guar.inlec you will hate most
or it). Regardless of that I will <tri,c 10 earn
the rc,pcct or my peers a, well as the readers
of thi, totally studen1-run journal. I promi'>C,
·" your new columni,t. to ne,er muffle my
opinion and follow in the blazing 1mil of those
other Hilltop :-.egrues "ho spoke before me.
L'nlikc 1he monotonou, ,ports jargon used by
columnl\ls hle Tony Kornhe; ser ~ Michael
Wilbon. my column will take on a Jazzy. ye:
radical edge. No" don't t:ct me \\n>ng. 1 will
d1scu~, personal ,1a1i,11c, a, \\ell as great
play-making. HO\\e,·cr. m>· column will differ
m that I will provide in-your-face commentary
and cxplosi,e enCl'j!)' th.11 "'ill jump from the
beige page, or the Sport,\\eek -.ection and into
)OUr heart. It IS the hope of The Hilltop. and
c,pccrnlly 1hc Spon,Week ,int 1. 1ha1 each ,1nd
c,en reader can .1etuallv feel t>ur
.
--

"™

By BR\ 'l>O, i\l. BtCKI RSTAH"
SportsWeek Editor
Afler month, of nnticipahon and
,pecula11on. the search for a new
men·s basketball coach is officially o,·er. Howard Univeui1y
:mnounced the hiring of former
Tcnnes,ce State head coach
Frankie Allen 10 take the helm of
the Bi,on ba,ketball program on
Thursday. May 4.
"Frankie is a person of integrity
who has had ,ucce» in the pn,1:·
,aid Howard President II. Patrick
Swygert. "He undcNand, the ,aJ.
ues and standard, of lhl\ inst11ution0.

!'boloCtlUJ1c"

of'Tcn.lt'-.a St.c l'm\'CNl~

The newly lmed coach ll1m·nrd l"ni\t'ni1, m11ned 1·runkieA1&ena., lhe-~ mm·1t,asl..teba1J to.1Chon lbuNda) ~1~
e,pres-.ed optimism and excite- ~- ,\lkn has"°" i.. o Ohio ,..u., Coofel'Nltt Cluntpiort,hips .. 11h ·t• n - Stole.
ment in regards 10 his new job.
During the pre" conference
Coaching Honors: Metro Conference
nnnouncing his hinng. Allen said.
Coach of the Year. 1988;\llrgna
"I· m excited to have the oppor1um: Apnt 7. 1949
Sportswnters Coach of the Year, 1988:
n11y 10 coach this team. 1 have ducatlon: Roanoke College, 1971
NalJOnal Rookle Coach of the Year by
envisioned Howard University
areer Record: 146-170 (11 Years)
Basketball llmes, 1988: Ohio Valley
basketball as being compcutivc ...
ecordat TSU: 115-140(7Years)
Conlerence Coach of the Year, 1993;
laying Honors: State of V::gin:a·~
Nabonal Coacn of the Year by Amerihonestly. by the rules and stanieQ" Pla)'(.VoftM Year
can Sportswire, 1993; National Coach
dard, \Ct b) lhe UOI\C!Sil~ ..
1969-7'., All-Amen .m, 1970 and
of the Yea, hOnorablc ment,oo by the
1971
USA Today, 1993; OVC C<>-Coach of
Pl~asr S« COACH. B 11
the Year, 1995.

-------·-

PJ,ase Sn DRILi , BJ I

The Role of the National Black Player Coalition
Student Group
speaks out
against hiring
practices ofthe
NFL
By F RED 0L rn,
Special to The I hilt op

OUTCOME:

BISONAOUNOUP WAS C()tJPII.El) av BRANOON BICl<ERSTAFF. SPORTS EDITOR

It's My World:
Care to Partake
inlt?
\
Spons Col1111111ist

Rhad1 Fergu,on, who played lootball
at Richard Montgomery High in Md.
und Howard Universny, registered
only upset in the 2000 USA Judo
National Championship tinals when
he beat ,econd-rankcd Anthony
Espo,ilo lorthe men\ I00-kilogram
gold medal in Houston.

Bethune-Cookman College won us
ilurtll Mid-E.'l'itml Athletic Conb-cnce
bo.<;COOIJ 1oum·vne111 title in five >=
•
Stmday whet, Florida A&M Unh=ity .__ _ _ __ __ _,
tomtcdthegameafteramelecbrokec.n
·\P
inthehooomofthe8thinning.1l,cWikl- Rhndi r,r1,.,son
cats "tte le.idinj; 13-IO "hen James
Carter wa, L,i;ged out .it home by ~U catcher Stu1ley Pq-,per. AppurCOO); the l\\upla)\T,!Jiol,:dcr::h~ \\hichpunf4Cdbolhtrorrn hcn:hes 10 flow onto the tield, lollowcd by both t = fans, who \\ere la1or
imohcd in an 3ltacation. Ormond Beach police~ foe fan., from
the snc. while the pla)ffi ill\olved mthe melee "cree_iccted from the game,
wnich wa, wspendcd ~ 30 minuses 10 al1™t pb)'cr, to oool off. 8cm:
the CQOling off time C<J)ired. N\MU Cooch Joe Dun1111 s:ud his player.,
""1t too up,ct to continue pla): thcrcirc they must ~ t the grunc. The
W~dcatoh.l\'enowcamcdthcirl>C(X)f1J.,trnigluaiptotheNCAARcgional Ba.selxill 1bumamcnt May 26-28 at an mannounced site

2 MINUTE DRlll

RHETT BUTLli.R

RH ADI KNOWS JUDO: , - - - - - ---,

WILDCAT

httpJnittltop.howard.edu

Ph010 Coune,> or Fred Ouncn
NIIPC Pr,:s:ldtnl frtd Outten, Joshua Peltier. 'lll.mara llrown. Kellh Stewart, Keisha Cul•
breth, Duane Slc,.art. Alltgra Battle, Canda« Bur1. Nalo,a Wcslbrook and J. Ar1hur
Brooks outside oru,c 1999 NFL Oran 111New York\ Madison Sc1uare Carden.

For three con,ccuu ve >c .ir, the
'lauonal Black Pla)Crs Coalition
(NBPCJ ha, contmuou,ty dcmon,1ra1ed against the unfair hiring
pracuces of blncl, quarterbacks at
the NFL·, annual draft site located
111 New Yori.. Cuy·, Madison
Square Garden. Each of those years

FEATURE STORY

Knowing His Role
Washington Wizards Center Jahidi White Talks about Being a Role
Player
By K• ►.'IA' S1.'ARl:;s
Hilltop Stafl Writer
Whenever you thin, of the Washington Wizard<, stars like Rod S1ricklnnd, Mitch Richmond nnd Juwun
Howard come to mind.
The Wizards aho receive significant contributions from other players
who have learned how to play a role
on the team after being prominent
stars in college. Second-year center
Jabidi While, who mude the W1z:irds" roster aflcr being selected in the
second round (43rd overall) in the
I998 NBA Draft. understand, bis role
of rebound ing, ,c11,ng picks :ind
screens in order for the team 10 win
games ... I will piny my role here with
this teom and I'll just build from
there ... said the 6-fool-9 290-pound
center. "FirM. you· ve gol to go on
what your strong points arc. ond my

strong poi111s ore doing dirty work on
the court. rebounding. ,e111ng
screens. thing, like 1h01. Then you
"or, on the other para- of your game
and build those··
\\'cs Un,eld, gcner:il manager of
the Wizards. is confident abo ut
White·s future in the NBA a, long as
he continues to hone his game ... He
has come a long way and made a 101
of improvements:· Unseld said.
..Jahidi ha, shown he can be a player in this league but he still has work
to do." This St. Loui, nati\'e received
se\'cral accolades when he played a1
Cardinal Ritter High School and was
heavily recruited by the country·•
top universities and coll eges in
1994. He selected Ocorgctnwn
P/e,ise Sec.· WHITE, ll 11

AD, cnn.,y vt WMn ~

..,w.,..i,,

W1,1;,hin1tlon \\ It•

anl> C•nlu J1hldl
Whtie pto)S a key
t-ltmtnt In lhe Wit,•

ards" prognn, as a
rtboundtr a nd

.attn pt~u.

a delcgn1ion of Howard Universi ty
student,. led b) 01) self. NBPC
Prc,ident Fred Ou11en. has boarded a bu, dunng the wee hours of
the mnrmng 10 rnal..e their views
·,00\\ 0 to lht 1a, ,C• OUN ~e of lhe
Garden.
fhe NBPC allege, that there has
alway, been a conspiracy to deliberately keep black Quarterbacks
out of the NH •.
The NBPC wa, formed on the
campu, of Hnword University in
1994. by a ~roup nf concerned
ind1l'iduJb \\ho support African
American men and women seeking
c4ual opportunuie, ,n the world of
sports The NBPC hus concentrated 11, efforts tl\t the la,t ,ix years
on challcng111~ the NFL', discrim•
inator) hirinf practices towards
highly 4ualif1ed blacl.. quarter•
bacl..s.
Please See NUPC, 8 11
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Early Exit for Bison Baseball
By ELENA 8£RGERON
Hillrop Sraff Wrirer
It wasn·r all fun in rhe sun for rhe Howard basebal l
ream April 28 and 29. as rhe Southern Di vision turned
up the heat against conference foes during the 2000
MEAC BasebalI Championship in Daytona Beach, FL.
Wirh MEAC sourhern schools leading rhe conference
in ream pirching (Norfolk State, 5.25 team ERA) and
ranked second. rhird. and fourrh in ream baning behind
Delaware Stare. southern schools cruised through
opening rounds· of rhe double climinarion rournament.
Bethune-Cookman College (BCC). host of the tournarnenr. gave the Bison a nor-so-warm southern welcome, ripping the team 37-2 in Howard's opening
game. LH starrer Mike Hughes went rhree innings and
surrendered 21 earned runs. most of them coming off
15 walks. Hughes. who ranked sixth in the conference
in strikeouts. averaging 9. 1 Ks per game. couldn'r
seem to find his rhyrhm and struggled with his con•

rrol. loading the bases on walks in his first two innings.
With rhe score 22-0. Coach Jimmy Wi lliams substi•
tutcd position players Richard Harris ,md Justin Hard•
en to pi tch in order to save an already short pitching
staff for n1e second game of rhe day. Cen1er fielder
Keirh Sneed's RB I single in rhe fifth. rhar scored
DeShawn Gill. was rhe only earned run counted
againsr rhe BCC pitching.
The Bison handily defeared Nort h Division rivals
Coppin Stare 17-10 later Friday afternoon. Posting a
4-0 record agninsr Coppin during the regular season.
Howard expected an easy victory and got it from left
handed pircher Erik Causey. who gave a solid seven
inning performance. striking out four batters and
walking as many for four earned runs. Seniors James
Perry and Eunique Johnson led the tenm wirh a 3-4
day at the plate for each that included Perry's two
scorching doubles, an RB I, and rhree runs. Home runs
by Johnson in the second inning and Gill in the fourth
punctuated the victory.
Perennial rivals Delaware Stare ,ent Howard packing on Saturday. The Bison played a tighr three-game

series with the Hornets over the Easter holiday. win•
ning one game 13-10 and Josing the other two by less
than three. Though rhey proved they could conte11d
with the conference's heaviest hitters (Delaware State
was ranked firsi in the MEAC wi rh a .329 team batting average). it was defensive errors rhat doomed rhe
Bison early on.
Right fielder Sneed dropped a routine 0y ball in the
,ccond inning that put runners on the corners.
Delaware State went on 10 score rhree runs that inning
on Hector Gonzalez· RBI single and another Howard
fielding error by third baseman Johnson. The Bison
offense scattered nine hits and three runs. two in the
last two innings. Dwight Fortune helped his own
cause in the eighth inning with a RBI double to right
center that sent leadoff man Sneed home. Fortune gave
up four earned runs and seven hits in three and rwothitds innings, striking out two. His offensive outpur
wasn't enough 10 subsidi1,c a lackluster offense. as Kilpatrick pitched a complete game in the 11-3 Delaware
State vicrory.

Howard Wrestling Coach Steps Down
SrECt AL TO THE

11 4.5 lbs. al rhe National Sports
Festival a nd was an alternate on
rhe Greco-Roman Pa n-American
ream in 1983. In 1984 he was a
fina list in the Greco-Roman com•
petition a t 1 14.4 lbs. at t he
Olympic trails. In 1987 and 1988
he made the U.S. World Team in
Sombo wrestling ar the 11 4.4 lbs.
and 125 .5 lbs. classes respectively.
Corton • a 1983 graduate of
Howard with a B.S. degree in
nutrition. has worked hard dur ing
hi s coaching tenure to further his
education. He earned h is master's
and Ph.D. in nutrir ional sciences.
Cotton • a registered diet itian. has
served as a lecturer in rhe department of physical education teaching health courses. Cotton also
serves as the sports nu tri tionist
and web master for the Howard
University athletic department.
Cotton is very active in the communiry. Cotton is the former chapter presiden t (Om icron Lambda
Alpha chapter) and a life member
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
He has also served as director of
food programs for a non-profit
organization in rhe Southern
Columbia Heights area in the Dis- '---'-----''--'
1ric1 for four years. Cotton. his wife
Phot◊ Courtesy ofHoward University Athletic Department
and daughter. live in the Washing•
ron merropolitan area.
After a 17 year ten u re at Ho,.ardUniversity, Dr. Paul Cotton says goodbye.

H11.1:ror

After 17 seasons as Howard Uni versity's head wresrling coach.
Paul Collon will be steppi~g down
from his position later rhis month
10 pursue a career in teaching
nutritional science. Co11on leaves
a competitive young team that
returns 2000 NCAA qualifier
Epharim Walker.
Cotton has been rhe head coach
of the Howard University wrestling
team since 1983. He caprured his
first MEAC championship in 1995,
ending Morgan State's streak of
ten consecutive titles. That same
year Howard University was a run•
ner up in the 1995 NCAA Eastern
Regionals and had three NCAA
qualifiers.
Under his instruction and direction, several of Co11on's wrestlers
have received the highest honor a
male athlere can receive at Howard
University. rhe title of male athlete
of the year. Cottoo·s arhletcs have
received rhis honor in 1995 and
1996.
Cotton came to Howard following
an outstanding prep career at
Chicago's Dunbar vocational high
school. The high light of his colle•
giate career was a second-place
finish at the NCAA Eastern
Regionals in 1981. He won the
National Sombo wrestling title at

Allen Looks to Rebuild Men's Basketball Program
From

COACH, Bl O

Allen compiled a record of 115- 140 in nine years
wirh Tennessee State University. and a 56-61
record in four seasons with rhe Virginia Tech
Hokies . All en·s resume includes Ohio Va ll ey
Conference Championships in the 1992-93 and
1993-94 seasons, as wel l as rwo NCAA berths
wir h Tennessee Stare which a lso occurred in that
season. His past four seasons however. have a ll
been sub par- ending with the most recen t 7-22
campaign that led to his resignation.
"Basically. everything that could go wrong, did,"
said Allen in regards 10 his lasr season coaching
the Tigers. "However. I'd like 10 look pasr this
last season at the championship seasons. The
Tennessee State chapter in my career is closed."
Allen will have his work cut out for him with the
Bison. who are coming off of a di sappointing I•
27 season after former Head Coach Kirk Sauloy
and his entire staff were fired for a llegedly violating NCAA rules nine games inro the season.
The Bison were coached by interim Wi lliam
Coward for the remainder of the season.
Despite the fact that Allen rakes the job with vir•

tually no time lefl in rhe high school recruirment
season. Howard University Athletic Direcror
Hank Ford feels that Allen·, arrival could not
have come at a better Ii me .
"When we decided to hire Frankie, we looked
mainly at his experience,.. Ford said. '•His positive atti tude will be a plus and we're looking forward to having him," According to Ford.
"(Allen's) main challenge will be pulling the
team he a lready has togerher, as well as starting
the recruitment process ...
Likening h is recent hiring 10 that of a newly
elected president. Allen laid out his plans for the
"First Hundred Days." During this period Allen
intends on hiring a competent assistant coaching
staff as well as bringing in new qualiry recruits.
Most of all. Allen hopes to bring stability to a
young Bison team that seems to have lacked it in
recenr seasons. The Bison have won a total of
three games within the last two years. Allen will
be the third head coach for the Bison in a rota!
of three seasons .
Much of the Bison·s shortcomings in the pasr sea•
son have come from a lack of leadership during
crucial moments of rhe game. This is something
that Allen hopes 10 change in the years 10 come.

"Young reams like this one need the di,c,pline of
a permanent coach."' .\lien ,aid. "We have 10 get
back to basi cs and bener prepare for game, ,o
that the players know what the coach wants in
those final minutes of the game:·
A se lf-proclaimed defensive minded coach. Allen
says thar he will allow the Bison players a grear
deal of freedom on rhc offensive end of rhe ball.
He wil l insread . concentrate on a more structured
defense. "You have to railor your offense around
the team:· says Allen. "We have enough t:ilcnt•
ed guards to make rhings happen on offense."
Allen wi ll have the talents of guards Jonathan
Stokes. Reggie Morris and Ron Williamson to
work with in the upcoming season. This is a sit•
uation which Allen says he will enjoy.
"This is the right time to be Howard University's
basketball coach."" Allen stated. "I've been at rhe
top and rhe bo11om. and I know how tough losing can be.
"There·s no greater satisfaction than being in a
locker room after a win and seeing smiles. chcsl

bumps and high-fives. At some point in time.
we·re gonna cut down the nets at Howard Uni•
versity...

Share My World -:

----------------- ---:•
From DRILL, BIO

warmth and under..tand our dedication by Just o:ading our ·
words every Friday.
,
To all rhose Howard University s111dents who are a part~
of any arhletic team, I want to introduce myself now so:
that we can save all the preliminary talk next ye.,,. My
name is Rhett Butler. and I am a twe111y-sorncth1ngl
Bronx, N.Y., native(so you know I don'r give a wh,,t•wh.11) k
who enjoys writing poetr}; partying and just kick111g it I j
extend my hand to all athletes. and ask that, when )»U ,ee-t
me on campus, you say hello. as we will be rogether tor
a linle while. To all Howard Uni\'ersity coaches. I extend!
a warm welcome to you .and I want to apologize right~
now for what 1 will be writing about you next seme,ter.•
Hopefully we can all go to the Cheesecake Factory or
something when this whole column rhing ger, tired.
Anyway. r,c been thinking hard about this column over
the past couple of days. How can I m:.ke it the most com•
prehensive weekly piece rhat my ,chool has e,er re.ill?
Should I have a "Howard Sterne,que" column that berates
any and everything that our mhkte, do? Or shoul<l-1 lftke
a pampering approach to our budding star..'! After a long
number of days I decided how the column "-ould be ,tructured to satisfy all my needs: r II offend aJI th~ '4,110
deserve it anu praise everyone who b worthy. I figure. hey.
if you don'r like what I've gor to say, you'll read it for ti~
shock value alone. (Damn, I'm readrng rhese words back
to myself and don't like me already.) Perhaps I should suit
up and run some drill,.
To all senior.., have a great career in whate,er field you
choose to pursue and know that we. your ,tudenr family.
will be watching and praying for you all. Big Ups to
Madame Brandi Forre. we all know you·re about IQ blow
up. marna. Know I'll be watching. Also. respect torny predecessor Kimothy Brown. who changed the face of
Howard Uni,-ersity sports journalism. During this year's
graduation. a time of sadness and hope. please ret1le'ln·
ber all those stories rhat made you laugh. cr}. and curl your
nose in dbgust. Now forget all that and o:ad my column
to experience all these elements rolled inro one con~istent hard-hitting piece of journalism. Welcome to my
world, easy.

i
J

White's Role Call :'
From WHITE. BIO

••

Unive,,,ity abo\'e m:uiy olher high profiled in.-.titutioo, bocnu-;c
of it~ history ofv.orking wilh big men sUCh as P-Jtrick Ewing.Akiow Mouming. and Dikembe Mutornbo.11x..e ll't'n have all m,ide
their mark in the NBA. )\,~ lhe 199+95 Q.'Or},'l!t0\,11 ream fea.
tured point i,'Wrd sen...1tion Allen lwNon. cenrer Othella Har•
rington. and f<,rwanl Jerome Williant,.
,
II wa., ob,i<Hb th.at h'eNOn and Harrin~1on 11,HJ)d !,'Ct the bulk
of!he shot., while Whire 11ould oolhe linle lhmg, in ,in.lL-r for them
IO\\ingames. In White\,._-cond se:L,on.guard Vi<:torP-,gejoilll.'tl
lhe team. It"-'' ckar that he too"' ,uld l"-'I ht, ,hi,,.
·1ney v,,:re ~11 J?layc"N··. Whit< =~led. "I d1ink UJL, \\\'re
inspimtion for ll't' 10 make it thi.s tu !i"C:.tuse v,hen tltcy pL,red. I ,
s:nv how h.utl thc--y 11urked. It made: m.· 11,u,1 to",n "'hani Pkly- ·
ing with them in college. and now rm getting 10 "-" lhemagain ·
in the NBA. i., real I) i1t,pirational "'-'.-.iuse I know how h.utl all of
u, \\OO<C<f'.
But White 11,1.,ritdt-..coumged by t)-., foct that he wa:-1i1 the focal ,
point of the ofknse. He under.tood th.u J-., '"'' bcner olT being a ·
role pla)""· "\\~ all l~lJ our roles to pL1y", \%ire ..ud Rdl-rring
to reboonding and setting ,creen., Wlure e.xplained. "Jemme h."od
his mle. Allen h;.s hi, n>I<- and I had my mle. I think 11e played '
our roles wry ,wll. My n>le """it to he the toe.~ pr.~m "' the •
olkn.se. Myrole\\:tsmo,tl\ tod,thrs;urtelhiog I,1111<.hn~domt •
here".
•
\Vhire left Geoq.,etown "' the ,dtool\ filth all-time ,hQt bhl•
er with 152. He rni-.:;ed much of his senior }C-Jf\\ ilh a broken left
ankle but wa.s able to awm~-c 10.5 point, ,u1d 8.3 reboun<h in 12
game,. producing the d<HJblc-<loubies.
Wltire haJ a dilli,:ult un-., ,tdJu-.ung dunng his tlxikie ,;c;,,on "id, ~
the Wiz.ard., He wa,, loul prl~lC JllC) nti.....eJhall oftlie ,easonal\er :
having anhrosoopic -'W"!,'t:f)' Oil hi, knee. After coming off the :
injured list. he"'""~ Jilur po,nt, and four rebound., in )he la,,1 ,
lOg.amr..-~.
:
However. \\hen training bcg.ui 1«,10..1obc1, lhe Wtz.inls :.1w ., :
new imprml'd Whit~; rlit> ""' a slimmer. fa,rcr Whit,: wll,i Kia
new kJ\V-pll!-lt mtJ\~. La.,t 'SUllllnct. he wurk.c.!d un his s ~ t ~ :
rebounding. and otTen:,ive mows wilh Un.seld.
'
,
"ljusr ,penl a lot of time in lhe gym thi, p.l'1 summt't. 11~
onmyg;une. 11orking wilh WesaloC.he,aid "I tllinkth:lt!l.!1~ :
my gante a lot. I tried to corne in camp in shape this tirnc,,., hlf.
terdtan I came in la.st time··.
Losing 25 pounds has really made a dtffereoce. White h;i., u>al
his quicl..nes., to score more points and grab more rebount}.. In 22 •
minutes of playing time again...i the Milwaukc'C Buck., on ,\pril
15. Whiteh:.td 15 point, and !he rebounds. He •"""'b'l?S 7.3 pr.>1111,
,tnd 7 rebounds this seas<"1.

NBPC Demonstrates for a New Agenda in the NFL
From NBPC, BIO

HistoricalI)( some examples of tliese practices include:
I.Since the beginning of the NA..draft in 1936. there h.'\S never
been a black q1~U"terlxtek drnfted as the muall No. I Pick. The
No. I Pick in lhe NFL Dmft receives the most lucmtive of cootr.lCIS and carries this prestigious title beyond the playing field
2. Outstanding block quarternacks most often are tbrttd to play
in Canada, Arena Foodxill. Semi-Pro, or never get 10 reach their
ultima~ dream of being an NFLquarteiback.
The 1999 dmft resulted in some limited progress tmv-.uds the
dmftingof highlyqualilied black quartcrlxteks. In I999. as in pasr
yeais, there was a highly qu.llified pool of black collegjatequarterixteks available to bedmfted lor the 1999NFL season. For the
first time in hislOf)( dte hugest class of block collegiate quarter•
backs were drafted into lhe NFL from lhe available pool.
While demonstrating at the 1999 draft site I affirmed that this
is the biggest classofblockquanerbacks
in a draft. That's
not major progres.s but should be looked upon as an annual
process. because each year eotuitless white quanetb.'!Cks ha,e
always been drafted
The 2CXX) NFL Draft, held on April 15th and 16th at Madison
Square Garden, once again dcmonsrroted lhe NFL's merall lack
o f ~ respect and appreciation fi)r qualified block quarter•
bocks. Though last >=·s draft was son>!What of a positi,e step
filrward. this year's draft pro,:ess, 10 SOtne degree, has taken Lite

=

acceptance of block quartetb.,ck.~ several steps oock·ward.
This is evidenced by the fact that 01ad Pennington ofMari.h:ill
Uni,ersity(Di~-1AA. later Div -1 A)\\'.IS ttltimately mnrkeled by
lhe sports media and NA.. up until his final hour of being select•
ed number 18 in lhe prestigious and lucrative fm.1 round by the
New York Jers. He W'JS also lhe fillil quanerback chosen in the
dmft after much biased lobbying by ESPN sport:sc:is1ers who. a,
in >= before, hosled the 2000 draft on their network.
Throughout the airing of!he first roundoflhedrafl, ESPN constandy highlighted Pt.'!Ulingtoo as though dtere\\cn:: nootherquar·
terlxtek.s in lhe draft.
While Pennington's record looks good on paper( 13-0this year)
and his team finislx,d in the top fifteen, this is clearly an exam-

ple of how reco«ls can be misleading. This is primarily because
lhe level of Marshall's competition was far less challenging than
any of the other schools of such 81.tek quarterbock 2000 Drnft
candidare standouts as The Martin of'Jl:nnessee and Joe Hamil•
ton of Georgia Tuch.
Martin. who replaced Peyto,1 Manning as a sraner alicr Manning was drafted finished a tremendous career ,vith the ¼>lunrecrs by leading tliem 10 a 22-3 rocorcl during his I\\\J year.,. Martin liccomplished something that not e-.en Pt.')'lon Manning
could do at Tunriessee• le.'ld the Volunreer., to an undefeated seaSOil and a National 01ampionship. Like Ste,e McNairof lhe 'Jl:n.
nes.=Titans, Manin is asman athlete whose running skills make
him very dangerous as a scrambler. As aseitior; he nished lbr 317

yards and ninet011ClxlO\vns. '11:t. Martin wasn't drafted until number 163 in lhe fifth round of the 2000draft by Plllsbutgh.
Joe Hantilton was lhe most efficienr pos,-.er. wilh lhe nation's
highest quanerbock rating of 175.0. Hamilton w;i., the 1999 Heis•
man runtier-up, and according to the views of manJI should have
been the Hei<man Tmphy winna. Hew.is an AII-ACC qu.trter•
bock in 1998, and an All-Americ.'Ul in 1999. He also won the
Da,ey O'Brien Aw·.ud as lhe nation's top qu..trtenxd,. He wa,
lhe only Georgia 1ech quarterback to rack up mu I0.000 offi:nsive y.uds in his college career (of which 1,500 were mlfting
yards). As a le.-tder and a winnei: Joe Hamilton was super productive. He led one of lhe highest scoring ofrenses in the country and led his le.'1111 on nwnerous game-winning drives. accolades that are often nssociated with such quanerbocks as future
Hall-of-Fruner.;Joe Montana.John Elway and Dan Marino. Yet.
he was barely dmfted as nun1ber 234 in lhe se,enth round by
'Jlunp.1 Bay.
In my analysis of the 2000 NFL Dr,,fl, there is indeed a conspiracy agai1~~ black quanerlxtelo. in lhe NA.., though. the primary rea50n fi:,r lhe denial of Black quanerllocks in the NFL is
lhe lo,ig-standing myth that they are unable 10 command the socalled ''ulti1n.1te tltinking position" in lbotball. I also find thar the
marketing of while quanerlxteks is another 1n.1jor reason. One
only h.'\S to witness television and print to see how the m:ulret is
rotally saturated wilh while cwrenl and lomier quanerbocks in
both commen:ial and color commentary positions.

•

As in the past. time will show that the demand for the-n1111ti1

talented black qu.'111c-rbock ,viii ird.-ed pn."ail wid1 Ws,vinning
traditions. Coo::h Booby Bowden offloridaSuue. afu.-r wib1t.',NJig
and facing lhe muiti-talented supmt.11 Mich.tel Vick from Virt
gjnia lech in thc 2lXX> Sugar 801, I. s;\id. "I kllL•w l\·1i<:hae1Vte~
wa., h'OOO. but I didiil know he w-,1., Ihm h'<X>.1 1"
Bowd;n wcnron 10 st.'lle th.II M1diel Vick \\ill be lhe <jlrint~
senri.ll qu.'111eroock of tlic future. Coach Bov.001 wa, absolutely coirect in !hat regard howc,-er. the Mich,,el Vick., have bee!)
here all along, As a matter of foct. Booden had one of the gre:,1<est in the likcsofQwlic \V.lrd, who gme him hb fillil Nation:~
Ch.'llllpion.\hip at Florida Srare. w.mJ led lhe nation in pa.,sinf
efficiency and ,-ct the 1ecord as the most uncontested HeMl.111
Trophy winner. )ill w.mJ was not drafted by lhe NFL in tlte I~
dnUL
~
When the NBPCwascreated there were only six bl:ck ~
rcrlxteks in the NFL1lte ad\\icacy ellorts of lhe NBPC on b<-h.-iD"
of black q1tanerllacks ,ince that time h.1\e broughr about ><ll1it
change in I/tar there are currently more black quartetbacks in lhe
NFL However, the NFL 2(XX) Draft reminds us that thc "'--ial
inju\lice towarcls bL1ek quanerlxteks i, ,ti.II prevalent. and ~
NPBC is committed to continue the struggle 10 end lhe NFLi
discriminatory hiring pmctices toward, black quartetbock.,. •

'

Fn.Yi 011ne11 is a groduate s1ude111 i11 tlu• S<:ho<>i ofCm,umuJ..'
mtio11s alld p1t-side111 of the Natio11al Black Player,; Cr>tuirio,L

.-----1911....-----------------------~----------------
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To all of my 2000 crew:
I
wish you the best in your endeavors and
if you ever ne<>d me, just holla I'm j ust a
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hotmail away!
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3LO'l'CIL.iving
Wheatley2ndfl-LO.Q.,Schoolof
2 Full Bathrooms
Communications, Shanel. Karen. LeVar,
http:/ /hilltop.howard.edu
COmpanleS
are
$J200p'mo+utilities.
Alitti.Kim, Jackie, ~kine,Jamaal,
&.
th pa rate entrnncc: CAC, Modern kitchen, Cameron, Genelle. Rashan. ruid the dCCIUCharged $ 10 1or e ~'D. ow: W/W carpeting. rulCI cable.
sh-e HOSS, Inc,. If your name escaped
'10
words
and
$2
·
·
walking distance to
,!"nYm~i~~-doesn'I mean that )'Oll're not
oward Unh,er.;ity. Contact: Ms. Drum, """"
first ,',,
110
9 35
f6t,,every five WOrds ._monc1
_ _Pho_ne_:_'.lO_
l-n_-i_,1__· - - ---:__ _ __ _'"-~_?J"_>'S_m___
House for Rent:
Happy Mother's Day Mama!
t!W,f~af ter. PerSOlla1
Sublet Summer- Efficiency.
I LOVE YOU!
J:.
th fj
U StJColumbia Hts/Howard.
•
Erica
ads are $2 1Or e rrst
June-mid August/flexible.
10 words and $1 for
Pull ba~:::n area.
• al fi
(202) 462-2768/rtooo@y:thoo.eom.
Cong111tulations to the Pall 1999 rulCI
Wrappin' Heads by Fatima
every addiOOll
Ve-- - - For
-Rent
- - - -- Spring2000BrothersofPhiSigmaPi
National Honor Society Fraternil)t Inc.
CONGRATULATION TO ALL GRADUATES
Large 3 Bedroom row house apartment
Alpha Tau Chapter
Words.
------,----::::=----IN
. car HU Fully carpeted, washer/dryer.
FaU 1999:
Spring 2000:
,

The
Hilltop

)l;;i.

P.S. Keep in touch

HELP WANTED

Living/Dining. Ex.ccllen1security.
.. Ajo ldaru"
''The R.O.0.'[S"
- - - - - - - - - - - - l a , e a o - n e w l y renovated. $925 + utilities.
Sonia Johnson
Dakir3 Richardson
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT:
"'1ilablc August 2000. Call '.lOl-439-9136.
Tiffany McGriff
Monique Heavens
COMPUTER TCCHNICIAN/WEB- 11--- - - - - - - - - --a Ronald Hysten
Andrea Durnam
MASTER
For Rent
Yashica Danridge
Miesha Darrough
Black America's Political Action Com·
e 2 bedroom basement unit. Near HU
Adrian Thomp,,oo
Robin Mims
mitiee(BAMPAC)issedcing immediate
Uy carpeted. Newly renovated. Excellent
Jarvis Hou.ston
AJe,c Dixon
pia,c,,ient for a paid. part-time computer
rity. Washedl)ryer. S175 per mo.
Tum Collins
Raissa Nebie
1ecbnician/website manager. Duties will
"ailable June 1st Call 301-439-9136.
Brandon Biclo:rstalf Christopher Clinton
include; website de\,,Jopment. technical 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - a Bernard Bourgeois Mashenda Dodson
consulting. and onsite PC. nO(ebook, rulCI Beautiful 2 bedroom apartment available for
James Brown, Ill
Justin Tonner
Ser,,,,. maintenance. Candidates should
n1 July I . Rcn<Mlted. wood 0oor,,, c.:ntral
Bradsha Cuff
Leonard Mason
possess excellent communication and
J/c, dishwashet washer/dryer. SSOMnonlh
Chinclo Cambron
Russell Dralo,
organizational skills. and an intercsl in
utilities. Best ap.irtmenl near Howard.
Steven Walker
politics/pllblic policy Candidates should Please lea,-e message nt 202-722-9195.
Jkemefuna Udczc
also be readily oocessible by phone/e-mail
Nthur Hardman
during nqrmal business hours, and hll\e
House to Share or Rooms for Rent
Richard Owens
schedule fk.'<ibility for onsite projects.
Howard Unh-crsity area. fitmisbcd
11------------I
CO;>;GR-\Tl L.\TJO:-.S
For more inbrmation. call Marcus at
m for rent. \Va.sher/Drye~ !,bared
lli~DINE o;,; \OLR
(202) 785-9619, or send your request ,ia
·1ch¢n. private bath. Rent s-325 + 1/4
GRADllATIOM!!
c•mail to rnareus@b3mpac.otg.
ilities. Pb 202-544-3248 or Pager
It':/ t,;:cn re..i for the..c ) tar,; Of lmcw,tng
2-515-6270.
you inc1~;;,. hut it's b...fflC\'t'n heth:r since
flll,kTIMESJAFF PQSIDON
"• became tru:nd, at the HILIJ'OP.
Black America's PAC (BAMPAC) seeks a Perfect for serious Student Room in 312.
Moch success in all of )OW- cndeawn
ie~ proli:ssiooal area in NE. aose to
college graduate for ru, entry level. fullSm-): I l!Mlt be there lo s<c )OU .....1.. bul
time staff position. Duties include but are usline/metrorail. 4 miles 10 school. W/0.
,replace, central air. $325 + 1/3 utilities.
cong,atulation.< MY""l'
not limited 10: online research, preparing
KEUP IN TOt:CH OVER TI-IE
o ts/smoking. 202-529-1887.
issue briefs; speeches. press release_s,
Sl'MMERII
newslette~ and opinion-editorial writing:
Til-h\NY
district/candidate research,
candidate/campaign liason, assis1 with
Collj\rnlulallon• to l<r)u11J1 and
O'l'Cnt/fundraiscr planning and other
lttro 1\ltorinl S<•n1tts ~ a Sll«!I
Klmothyon)ourlllG Graduation
adm.inislmti,cduties. Candidate must
,. ,;~, ,I R~•~1-!>·n•l!lll
~!!!
h/ll'C i;trong writing and intcrpersonal
:\lll!IC lilt ,tutieni. Nl<l lhc adult 1<4nl<f.
It's bc..-n fun kno\\ing )UU lt the IUllwp.
;J<lJ,Js.,an ability to handle multiple proarn to rt,ld 1000 \\roli r,.-r 1nlnu1~ \\ilh •
t,u1 I kiiow it's lime to mow (>Tl, Mu,h
je,;1s simultaneous!~ and must be detail
:omptth<ru.loo m1c l)(h<tt<rthan
$0<-Cess m all of your cn,.Jcinm.
oriented and highly motiv:i1ed.
, 60 hulir <"\'O.ll><l \\lll c~-c )'Our Ilk.
\\'l•'ll mi~~ you.
Por more infurmation aboot our organiza- ntctt>tcl. pkA."' cnll John Al
Tiffuny
tion, vi$i1 our ""bsi1e WWlllha©JXlC m.
1·949-1761.
Fax (only) resume/CO\-cr Jener & writing a:-:.;....,;_~,;__ _ _ _ _ _ __.
samples to: 202-785-9621.
i'ENTION Fil.M STUDENTS:
- - - - - - - - - - -1
-------------IAL,\1AKER(S) Needed to produce, direct
CONGRATULATIONSIIII
AmeriCorps Vista Service-Learning
rnmetcinls 200 I. 2002 National
R.lTAFLOYD
Pacili~11oc One year/Ff coordinating
~d,'Crtising Campaign. No or little p,y iniJENEE JAMES
ser\;ce- learning program in a DC public ially bu• Huge, Natiooal Exposure. Great
ROHANR&IO
high school. Degree and/or related work
· periencc.
ALENA SIMONS
e,cpericoce. Living stipend and $4700
Call 703-842-0952 or 818-990-8286
eduaward. Fax resume ASAP to: Vista
BEST OF LUCI\ WlTH ALL
Community Impact! Fax: 202-33 1-0594,
FUTURE ENDAA\'ORS.
~ : 202-331-0592ext. 203.
1-------------1
WE LOVE AND lltlSS "\'OU.
Congratulations Akua and Kofi!
From )'OOJ" lire mate.
1 ~~R JOB OPPORTUNITY
TF.MlMATES
ltS'OU l!l'C inten:sted in an "'"ning position
Kanike
•tll'l\"W'luld allow )'OU theopportunily 10 1-::.™:::o::.!.::.M:::.o':..:~:.::1o::.J.::.M:::o.:.:!M:.::o:!::.M:::o.:..:!~:..:10::!'....)_ _f-- - - - - - - - - - p\Jittle a'secood job. schedule classes durTb all~ pt0plcs IJNldualhlll,
To the Ho< Sauce Girls:
in• tho day. and provide lots of srudy time,
much l01,i tllld ~ucctss. \\~t:01110 to
Congrarulations
then this is a "'mdcrful opportunity for
Love.
the Real Worldll
)OU. Mother seeking "'"ning/night assisAdiah
HUG
tance \\ith two boys. This individual must
be reliable and love children. For further
details • please oon1ac1: Sanidia Spence
@(301)699-8281 (VM)ore-mail me@
sanidia.a.spence@bellatlantic.com.

SERVICES

m.

ror

PERSONALS

p,r 0exible schedule work in office of
smal1$6, DC Co. Must havedri,,,,.'s
1/ccnsl (202) 258-6297.
Oruice, ~ r , Art, and Tonnis people
~.forsummercamp. Close to
c:frilplTs and GREAT pay! I Please call
(2')2) ~73-7768 lor info.
OFFICE ASSIS1l\NT NEEDED
Must liave good communication, datacnlr)t word processing skills.
• Summer only
• Part-time Fiel<ible days
• Only IQ.IS hours per week
Start dale May 15th. 2000. $7-8 per
hour!! 5 minute wnlk from HU campus.
Sen~ resume ASAP 10:
PO Bo.\( 908527. Washington. DC 20090
or

&mail: threestar®tbtttstarrom com.
Include hours available.
:iempornry to Pemument positions
m--nUable. Start inunedlatcly.
9-5 F\111,timeONLY! Great benefits!
Call Grapbmatics. (202)928-2571.
Data Entry Clerk: 50-60 wpm. Attention 10 detail MSWord, &eel, Access.
$8.50..$9.00 per hour.

-

II H

24 hour Hair-Alhon
May I I- 12,2000
ANY RELAXER & Deep Conditioner or Trim
HAIRCOLOR STREAKE/RINSED COLORED
$50.00
Special includes· SHAMPOO, WRAP/CUIU.JOR SET
(Pmioml) ccmd hm ldd'J ,cmcu)lbilcolo( tpQal EXPIRES -v.lO

ALL WORK PERFORMED BY LICENSED
COLOR SPEClALIST
Appts are necessary from 7:00pm - 12:00am
TUESDAY-THURSDAY
SHAMPOO SET/WRAPS $25.00
WEAVE SPECIAL
$60.00 BONDING
$99.00SEWN
PRESS & CURLS
$35.00 up CllEG $45.CO\lPl
BRAIDS, NATURAL HAIRSTYLES by appoi11UMl11 only
liVEBIIOW WAXING. OR SHAPINO

SS • S7

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
BARBER HAIRCUTS: new clients only
REGULAR HAIRCUTS $8.00
TAPERS AND FADES St0.00
We use the hightsl quality l)IO(MIS Otsign, Mizani, Motioc:J, Paul t,fnchell Scbl•i111
(Cellophane's), Juzing. New, Logics, Optimum, Affmn. Sellsi1ive By NallR (no lye),
Mii:ani, MotioM. Dlldleys, Exclu~ve. Nioxin (for thinning hair). and v.,: mail thete
produc:u
We accept all major credit cards. chew. and ATM, canb
We are localed lC!OSS the street from the H(J\l,vd Univ School ofBusinen
Aj,poinunerns are bc5t, but v.e clo accq>1 v.'llk-ins.

2632 Georgia A,-e, NW
W85hing1on. D.C.
(202) 667-3037 or (202) 986-3767
May l•IS New Salon Hn Mon.-Fri 9JOlm-7.00pm(lut Appl) Sll.7.00am-S ()()pm

